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Welcome to the Broads...
A HUGE WELCOME TO THE NORFOLK
BROADS! The Broads are one of the United
492/:8H>8:>?>;0.4,7,9/34>?:=4.I>3492,=0,>
Over centuries they’ve given sport to anglers in
>0,=.3:1B:9/0=1@7I>31=:8B:9/0=1@7;7,.0>
Rudd, perch, bream, pike and tench are just a few
:1?30>;0.4,7I>3?3,?D:@B477I9/49?30>04.:94.
B,?0=B,D> D2@0>>4>?3,?D:@B47790A0==02=0?
?30 /0.4>4:9 D:@ 3,A0 8,/0 ?: .:80 ,9/ I>3
?30>0B,?0=>:1B34.3B0,=0>:;=:@/
Please don’t forget that the Broads
environment is a very fragile one and your help
is always going to be needed to ensure that these
E0;D01;4QB74A84B0A420A435>A0=334E4;>?435>A
?A4B4=C0=35DCDA4QB74ABC>4=9>H
These pages have been published to give
0;;0=6;4ABQB78=6C74A>03B0CAD;H?>B8C8E4BC0AC 

/>D F8;; Q=3 0;; C74 8=5>A<0C8>= C70C H>D =443
C> 14CC4A 0??A4280C4 C74 F>=34A5D; QB78=6
opportunities the area has to offer. You will also
Q=30F40;C7>58=5>A<0C8>=78=CB0=3C8?BC70CF8;;
help you make the most of every single cast you
<0:4 =3 H>D F8;; Q=3 03E824 >= 7>F H>D 20=
;40E4C74B4F0C4AB0B?A8BC8=40BH>DF8;;Q=3C74< 
>AC78B455>ACF4A40;;H3>C70=:H>D
.74C74AH>D0A40A46D;0AA>03;0=3QB74A
>A F74C74A H>DPA4 74A4 5>A C74 QABC C8<4 C78B
publication will enthral you.
=9>H C74 <060I8=4 0=3 0;; C74 6A40C
QB78=6C74A>03B70E4C>>554A
=34=9>HB><46A40CB4BB8>=B

John Bailey
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Broads Angling Strategy Group
Formed in May 2000, the Broads Angling Strategy
Group (BASG) is a group of local anglers with a
wide range of experience, who all share a special
;,>>4:91:=I>349249?30=:,/>%808-0=>
volunteer their time and effort to work in
partnership with the Environment Agency and the
Broads Authority, to help maintain, improve and
develop angling within the Broads and safeguard
I>34921:=?301@?@=0
=
 * 1420<4 0 5D;;H 2>=BC8CDC43
body. The main BASG Committee takes a central
role in overseeing and coordinating progress on
C74 A>03B =6;8=6 *CA0C46H ;808B8=6 2;>B4;H F8C7
C74 =E8A>=<4=C 64=2H A>03B DC7>A8CH 0=3
other relevant bodies in the Broads area. BASG
links directly to angling governance at Regional and
National level through the Angling Trust East of
England Forum.
BASG has formed a number of sub-groups
C>2>=24=CA0C4>=34;8E4A8=6C74B?428Q2>1942C8E4B
of the Broads Angling Strategy. These groups
can bring in wider local expertise amongst the
angling community and are helping to make a real
difference on the ground.
Can you help make a difference for angling
in the Broads?
The BASG is always looking for new
members to get involved. Even if angling politics
0=32><<8CC44B0A4=>COH>DAC78=6PC74BD16A>D?B
0A40;;01>DC34;8E4A8=6A40;14=4QCBC>0=6;8=68=
the Broads. Just a small amount of time and effort
spent working alongside like-minded anglers can
really make things happen – on the following pages
0A4 B><4 4G0<?;4B >5 9DBC 0 54F >5 C74 C78=6B
BASG has helped deliver in the Broads.
Interested?
Contact
the
BASG
at
491:-,>2:97490:=2 := A4>4? :@= B0->4?0 1:=
8:=0491:=8,?4:9BBB-,>2:97490:=2
BASG
Angling Access
Group

BASG Communication
& Education
Group
BASG

Committee

BASG
Environment Group
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Broads Angling Strategy - a framework to sustain
and grow angling in the Broads
Angling accounts for at least 16 percent
>5C74E8B8C>ABC>C740A40 >E4A >578A41>0C
activity and contributes in excess of £88 million
C>C74;>20;42>=><H4027H40AB>8C8B=>F<>A4
important than ever to ensure that the right
strategy is in place to sustain and grow the sport
in the Broads.
*86=8Q20=C ?A>6A4BB 70B 148=6 <034 C70=:B
C>C742>=CA81DC8>=B>50;;8=E>;E43<0=H>5F7><
have put in considerable amounts of time and
455>AC5>A0=6;8=6>=0?DA4;HE>;D=C0AH10B8B
 342034 >= C74 A>03B ' 70B =>F
144=A4E84F430=3A45A4B743 8=;867C>5270=68=6
42>=><82 C8<4B 5A4B7 270;;4=64B 0=3 =4F
opportunities for working in partnership with
>C74ABC>34;8E4AB70A4314=4QCB 
The new Broads Angling Strategy comprises
C7A44 2>A4 C74<4B 4027 F8C7 0 B4C >5 >1942C8E4B
C>74;??0AC=4ABC><08=C08=8<?A>E40=334E4;>?
angling in the Broads:
F..0>> ?:927492 49 ?30 =:,/> The Strategy
seeks to improve boat and bank angling access
8= C74 A>03B F>A: F8C7 >C74AB C> A4B>;E4
2>=R82CB >5 8=C4A4BC 0=3 <08=C08= DA10= 0=6;8=6
opportunities
F:88@94.,?4:9 ,9/ /@.,?4:9 The Strategy
aims to improve the quality and availability of
information available to anglers (such as this
<060I8=40=3-0BF4;;0B4=BDA8=6C74A40A4
more opportunities for people young and old to
64CC74QB78=67018C +74*CA0C46H8B0;B>F>A:8=6
to further improve angling representation.
F9A4=:9809?> 1:= I>3 The Strategy aims to
?A><>C4 0 14CC4A D=34ABC0=38=6 >5 QB7 BC>2:B
8= C74 A>03B C7A>D67 8<?A>E43 <>=8C>A8=6
A4B40A27 0=3 DB4 >5 QB7 ?>?D;0C8>= 30C0 C>
inform the management of the area. This
C74<4 8=2;D34B F>A: >= F8=C4A C830; BDA64B
'AH<=4B8D<0=38=E0B8E4B?4284B C>64C74AF8C7
B44:8=6 8<?A>E4<4=CB 8= QB74A84B 4=5>A24<4=C
C>?A>C42CQB7BC>2:B
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Access to Angling
It may be one thing to have produced a new
strategy document with good intentions, but
many anglers will want to know what has actually
been done to make things happen where it
8,??0=>8:>?G:9?302=:@9/%3,4=8,9
Mark Casto and Steve Lane from the Environment
Agency’s Fisheries team take a look at some
recent examples of angling access improvement
projects that have been delivered since the
;=0A4:@>4>>@0:19270:9?30=:,/>

Turning the issues
into action

RIVER YARE (MAP 3, PAGES 44-45)
C '>BCF82: C74 =E8A>=<4=C 64=2H 70B DB43
rod-licence money to fund three phases of
improvement work to half a kilometre of riverbank
5>A0=6;8=6 +74QABC?70B48=2;D3438<?A>E4<4=CB
C>C7420A?0A:8=60A40 3H:42D;E4AC0=30=40BH
access ramp onto the riverbank. The second phase
B0F<09>A;0=3B20?8=6F>A:BC>4=BDA4C74F7>;4
BCA4C272>D;314QB743 8=0;;H0=40BH0224BB?0C7
0=3CF4=CHC7A4440BH0224BB?46BF4A48=BC0;;43
2D;<8=0C8=6 8= 0= >5Q280; >?4=8=6 >5 C74 B8C4 1H
BASG Chairman Mark Casto and John Bailey from
+-PBO$AA01CA44P8=
;>=6 C74 40D270<? A<B BCA4C27 C74
Environment Agency has worked with the angling
2;D1 0=3 C74 A>03;0=3 ;>>3;;4E80C8>= 'A>942C
C>8=BC0;;=4FBF8<B0;>=6C74*;D8244=3B42C8>=
C>64C74AF8C70=4F0224BBA0<?>=C74R>>310=: 
Further work to create new pegs is planned during
C742><8=6R>>33454=24F>A:B

0C .>A;8=670< F74A4 C74 =E8A>=<4=C 64=2H
worked in partnership with the Broads Authority
>= 0 J   B274<4 C> 8<?A>E4 0=6;8=6 0224BB 
Eight new angling platforms and boardwalks were
installed on the Environment Agency bank. The
Broads Authority have helped create two brandnew swims upstream of the small and busy 24-hour
mooring to compensate for a summer restriction
>=QB78=65A><C74<>>A8=6 +F>>5C74=4F?46B
close to the car park are now wheelchair-accessible.
C0;2>=$403>FC74=E8A>=<4=C64=2H
has installed ten wheelchair-accessible angling
?03B0=3 ?;0C5>A<B 48C74A B834 >5 C74 B;D824 F8C7
connecting easy-access path from the footbridge.

Based at Surlingham and now also at Ormesby
A>03?0AC>5C74+A8=8CHA>03BC74=E8A>=<4=C
Agency is working with the Pike Anglers’ Club of
A40C A8C08= ' %>AF827 0=3 8BCA82C '8:4
Club and BASG to provide new opportunities for
all to experience angling by boat. An Environment
Agency rod-licence funding contribution has been
DB43C>?DA270B4CF>F744;H1>0CB 0=3?0AC=4AB
are undertaking the day-to-day running of the
?A>942C +> 1>>: 0 5A44>5270A64 CA8? >= 48C74A
1>0C2>=C02C*<4<14A0=3'>5Q24A!>7=
Currie on 07776 221959.
RIVER WAVENEY (MAP 3, PAGES 44-45)
 B0F 0 B86=8Q20=C 8<?A>E4<4=C 5>A 0=6;4AB

4

RIVER BURE (MAP 2, PAGES 42-43)
C ,?C>= C74 =E8A>=<4=C 64=2H 70B A424=C;H
2><?;4C43 0 <09>A A>3;824=245D=343 ?A>942C
to install eight new timber angling platforms and
boardwalk along the riverbank upstream of Upton
Dyke. The two existing angling platforms by the
dyke entrance have been removed and replaced
with hard-surfaced angling pads. The riverbank is
F4;;B4AE431H020A?0A:0CC744=3>5C743H:4
and a slipway for small boats that was improved
3DA8=6C74'R>>33454=24F>A:B
RIVER THURNE (MAP 4, PAGE 46)
=
 C74 =E8A>=<4=C64=2H 2><?;4C43 C74
installation of three recycled plastic easy-access
QB78=6?;0C5>A<BA0<?B0=30224BB?0C7C>C7420A
park at Coldharbour Farm.
Be sure to check the BASG website and
Facebook page regularly to keep up to date
B4?3 90B ,927492 ,..0>> ;=:50.?> 49 ?30 =:,/>
BBB-,>2:97490:=2

Broads Angling Strategy
7?3:@23 B0 3,A0 ,.340A0/ >4294I.,9?
improvements in recent years, as shown opposite,
the complexity of both funding and asset
ownership now requires a much more strategic
,;;=:,.3&30 2=:@; 3,> , 9@8-0= :1 494?4,?4A0>
with outcomes aimed at improving and sustaining
,927492,..0>>,.=:>>?30=:,/>
FIt is all supported by the establishment of
current and historic points of angling access and
development of a GIS mapping solution. Work
has progressed well in combining Hydro Acoustic
QB74AHBDAE4HA4BD;CBF8C74G8BC8=60=3?>C4=C80;
new points of angling access. These locations
will be combined with the Broads Authority
Integrated Access Strategy on new points of
access which provide the best value across the
<D;C8?;4;48BDA402C8E8C84B F78;BCBC8;;B42DA8=6C74
fragile Broads ecosystem.
FBroads anglers do feel that traditional rights of
access have been eroded over time in favour of
other interests. The Broads Angling Strategy is
guided by a principle of achieving a fair balance
of access to the Broads resource for all.
F#0D=278=65028;8C84B5>AQB78=60=3B08;8=638=6784B
are currently limited in the Broads. We have been
a key consultant with the Broads Authority on
C748A *;8?F0H *CA0C46H B> 0??A>?A80C4 5028;8C84B
can be developed where there are gaps in the
network.
F48=6 B> 2;>B4 C> ;0A64 =D<14AB >5 ?4>?;4
<08=C08=8=6 0=3 8<?A>E8=6 C74 DA10= QB74AH
resource is especially important to enable all
B42C>AB>5B>284CHC>64C>DC0=34=9>HQB78=68=
the Broads.
To take this forward we have started to
examine and develop new approaches to the
management and sustainability of angling. We have
agreed with both Broads Tourism and the Broads
Boat Hire Federation to survey all hires for the
 B40B>= C> 608= <>A4 8=5>A<0C8>= 01>DC
E8B8C8=60=6;4AB *>85H>D0A40E8B8C>AC>C74A>03B
please complete the survey.
Set against the current background of
0DBC4A8CH 8C70B142><42A8C820;5>ADBC>;>>:5>A
new sources and funding models to help deliver the
>1942C8E4B>5C74A>03B=6;8=6*CA0C46H.470E4

therefore initiated partnership discussions across
various organisations to fund from 2014 onwards.
A good example being used already within the
A>03B8BC74M#>E4C74A>03BN20<?086= F74A4
visitors make a voluntary contribution to towards a
fund for sustainable Tourism improvement.
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PASG: Pike Angling Strategy Group

The PASG (Pike Angling Strategy Group) was
set up as an offshoot from the outstanding
work achieved by the BASG (Broads Angling
%?=,?02D=:@;
It was decided to form a Pike sub-group from
the BASG to tackle the apparent issues relating to
pike within the Broads.This sub-group was founded
F8C7B?428Q2>1942C8E4B C>5>2DB>=C7A40CBC>C74
pike population within the area and to promote
pike angling and welfare to the wider region.
The initial group consisted of a wide range of
pike anglers with different degrees of experience
and knowledge. The focus was to bring together
the ideas of both youth and experience to ensure
that no area was neglected. The views of the less
experienced anglers were vital in the decision<0:8=6 >5 C74 6A>D? C> 0E>83 C74 ?A>B?42C >5
running away with the assumption that the basic
details could be passed over.
= B0H8=6 C78B C74 8=8C80; 6A>D? 1>0BC43 >=4
>5C74A8274BC:=>F;436410B4B8=C74?8:4QB78=6
F>A;3 !>7= O.0CC>P .0CB>= *C4?74= 0A?4A
!02:*?0;;0=378BB>=0AE4H $0ACH='064 =3H
A>BC 30<+>33 )>1 *=0?4 0=3 !>7= DAA84
0B708A<0=
Steve Lane (Technical Specialist Fisheries
L =E8A>=<4=C 64=2H 0=3 7A8B 84;1H *** 
03E8B>A 5>A %0CDA0; =6;0=3 F4A4 0;B> 8=E8C43
to the group in an advisory capacity - a valuable
partnership that bolstered the group and has paid
enormous dividends.
BROADLAND PIKE CONFERENCE
At a very early stage after the formation of the

6

6A>D? 8C F0B 2>=B834A43 C70C ?8:4 0=6;8=6 >=
A>03;0=3 F0C4AF0HB F0B =>C 0B ?A>;8Q2 0B 8C
once was. Angling records and anecdotal evidence
suggested that there was a decline in the quality of
?8:4QB78=6>=C74A>03BL=>C0B<0=H?8:4F4A4
148=620D67C0=324AC08=;H=>CC74;0A64AQB7
The group had many theories as to the
A40B>=B F7H C74A4 F0B 0= 0??0A4=C 342;8=4 1DC
0B0A4?A4B4=C0C8E41>3H 8CF0B54;CC70CC74F834A
pike-angling population needed to have their say.
+74 QABC A>03;0=3 '8:4 >=54A4=24 F0B
74;3 8=
+74 >1942C8E4B >5 C74 30H F4A4 C>
publicise safe and responsible pike angling on the
A>03B C> ?A>E834 B><4 4=C4AC08=<4=C 0=3 C>
canvas fellow anglers regarding their thoughts on
the apparent decline in pike stocks.
Guest speakers set the scene for the story of
?8:4QB78=6>=C74A>03B8=C74?0BC C74?A4B4=C
and a predicted view of the future - if the status
quo remained.
The day was sponsored by the Environment
Agency and very well attended. There was a free
A05R4 5>A C7>B4 F7> 2><?;4C43 0 @D4BC8>==08A4
indicating their perceived concerns about pike.
Some controversial theories were highlighted
 >CC4AB 2>A<>A0=CB 8;;460; QB7 C745CB B0;8=4
8=2DAB8>= 'AH<=4B8D< ?>>A 0=6;8=6 C427=8@D4B
and excessive weed cutting were all blamed
to a greater or lesser extent for the decline of
?8:4QB78=6
The PASG decided to take forward the
shared concerns from the angling public and use
these as targets to address.

PRYMNESIUM
Prymnesium parvum is a naturally-occurring alga
that is found in some areas of the Broads. This alga
8B >5 ?0AC82D;0A 2>=24A= C> 18>;>68BCB 0=3 0=6;4AB
as it has the ability to produce a deadly toxin that
:8;;BQB7 +74)8E4A+7DA=470B7030;>=678BC>AH
of Prymnesium blooms that have been triggered
by different causes. Silt disturbance has been
A42>6=8B43 0B >=4 >5 C74 <09>A CA8664AB >5 C74
C>G8= F7827>E4AC74H40AB70BF8?43>DCC4=B>5
C7>DB0=3B>5QB7>=C74+7DA=4BHBC4<  = 0
7D641;>><>5'AH<=4B8D<;45C34E0BC0C8>= F8C7
C>=B>53403QB770E8=6C>14A4<>E43 8BC>A80=B
conclude that nearby dredging triggered the bloom.
The PASG were aware that blooms had
>22DAA43 B8=24  1DC F4A4 :44= C> ?A4E4=C
further blooms decimating the already reduced
pike stocks. The Broads Authority had to take
note of the group’s continued lobbying for them
to rethink the methods for the proposed dredging
of the Thurne and the island recreation scheme at
D2:A>03 0=>C74A0A40F8C7078BC>AH>57D64
QB7340C7B
INITIAL DREDGING AT DUCK BROAD
With close monitoring by the Environment
64=2H0=3%0CDA0;=6;0=3C74A>03BDC7>A8CH
have opted to use a more delicate method of
01BCA02C8=6C74B8;CE80BD2C8>=<4C7>3B0B>??>B43
C>C74CA038C8>=0;2;0<B74;;3A4364A F782720DB4B
more silt disturbance. Coupled with the timing of
C74F>A:3DA8=6C742>;34A<>=C7B0B50C0;1;>><B
0A4 <>A4 ;8:4;H 8= F0A<4A F40C74A C74 C7A40C >5
future Prymnesium blooms has been reduced by
the work of the group.
C8B508AC>B0HC70C3D4C>C74F>A:8=B?8A43
1H !>7= DAA84 F8C7 C74 102:8=6 >5 C74 '* 0
Initial Dredging at Duck Broad

collaborative group put together the Prymnesium
A4B40A27 ?A>942C BD??>AC43 1H+74 =E8A>=<4=C
64=2H%0CDA0;=6;0=3+74'8:4=6;4ABP;D1>5
A40C A8C08= C74=6;8=6+ADBC 0=3 C74 %>AF827
and District Pike Club. Monies were raised to fund
C74*F438B70;6044G?4ACA!>70==4B06BCA><4
to compile a dossier and seminar delivered to the
Broads Authority and other agencies.
This also came on the back of the John Innes
Centre’s funding of a PhD for research into this very
complex organism in order to produce an early
warning test: a water sample test that provides an
8=3820C8>=0B50BC0B0?A46=0=2HC4BC:8C0=320=14
DB43 1H QB74A84B B284=C8BCB >A 2>=24A=43 0=6;4AB
alike. This could provide valuable time to raise the
0;0A<0=38=BC860C40QB7A4B2D4?;0=LB><4C78=6
that is currently being worked on. The positive
work of the PASG on these algae has helped to
3A8E43>F=C74A8B:>55DCDA4QB7:8;;B
FISH CARE
The Broadland Pike Conference questionnaire fed
102:C>C746A>D?C70C>=4>5C74<09>A2>=24A=B
from anglers was the perceived poor handling of
pike by less experienced anglers - and by some
who don’t realise what harm they could be causing
H>D3>=PC:=>FF70CH>D3>=PC:=>F
Although pike may be seen as menacing
B70A?C>>C743 ?A430C>AB C> C74 =>E824 C74 CADC7
is that they are actually one of the most delicate
species that swim in our waters. Poor handling and
inadequate tackle can cause permanent harm to
C74QB70=3>5C4=;403C>50C0;8C84B 
A push was needed to inform the novice
0=6;4AC>OQB7F8C705A84=3P>A9>8=C74'8:4=6;4ABP
;D1'>5A40CA8C08=8=>A34AC>;40A=7>F
to care for their quarry. It was also mentioned at
the Broadland Pike Conference that many anglers
witnessed holiday-makers using inadequate tackle
from hire craft to ‘have a go’ for pike.
A minimum tackle recommendation was compiled
by the group with the backing of some very
B07769:B9;460,9270=>
K 42” triangular or 30” round landing net
with knotless mesh.
K;0A64D=7>>:8=6<0CNG N<8=8<D<>A0
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On location for the DVD:
)0"#$&'%*) %$
',, ) !'%,$

device similar to the ‘Sladle’.
K 10” long forceps or pliers
K 10” hook cutters
?4>=0.:8809/0/,>,84948@8?3,?
K ;1 <>=>Q;0<4=C ;8=4 >A  ;1 1A083 ;1 8B
14CC4A8BDB43
K NF8A4CA024>5 ;11A40:8=6BCA08=0C;40BC
is used.
The statement has been adopted as part of the
2;D1AD;4B5>AC74%>AF8270=38BCA82C'8:4;D1
and the PASG are working on getting this adopted
as a regional byelaw for the Broads.
Basic equipment is sometimes neglected
1HB><4?8:40=6;4AB 0CC744G?4=B4>5C74?8:4 
A concerned pike angler and member of the
PAC wrote to the group explaining his concerns
regarding anglers not using unhooking-mats. This is
9DBC0=4G0<?;4>5<0=H2>=24A=BC70CF4A4A08B43
C>C746A>D?>=C74B0<4BD1942C 
;4='0;<4A703144=QB78=6F8C778BH40A
>;3B>=0C422;4B(D0H5>A?8:4F74=CF>0=6;4AB
opposite the quay caught and unhooked a nice
pike of approximately 12lb.
+74 0=6;4A D=7>>:43 C74 QB7 0=3 C74=
BC>>3D?F8C7C74QB774;3D?5>A0CA>?7H?82CDA4
C0:4=1H78B5A84=3 ;4=F0B7>AA8Q430BC74QB7
OR0??43P F78;4C740=6;4AF0B7>;38=68C>DC  C54;;
C> C74 6A>D=3 0=3 ;0=343 >= C74 2>=2A4C4 R>>A
14;>F +74B24=4F0BF8C=4BB431H;4=PBB>=F7>
F0BE4AHD?B4CC>B44C74QB78=>1E8>DB38BCA4BB 
+740=6;4AB703=>C6>C0=D=7>>:8=6<0C F7827
B7>D;3 0;F0HB 14 DB43 C> ;0H 0=H B8I01;4 QB7 >=
while unhooking (long grass often conceals stones
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0=3>C74AB70A?>1942CB 
>;38=6 QB7 5>A ?7>C>6A0?7B B7>D;3 14
3>=42;>B4C>C746A>D=30=38340;;H>E4A0<0CC>
<8=8<8B4C74A8B:>520DB8=670A<C>C74QB7
DVD
The minimum tackle recommendation is a big
part of the PASG-produced Broadland Pike
>=B4AE0C8>=-
>;;>F8=60?A>942C?A>?>B0;BD1<8CC43C>C74
B?>=B>AB78?5>AC74-F0B6A0=C43B>0BC>
70E40?A>54BB8>=0;;H?A>3D243Q;<34<>=BCA0C8=6
aspects of responsible pike angling.
8B7 20A4 A86B 0=3 18C4 8=3820C8>= 1>0C8=6
etiquette and some of the PASG work has been
2>E4A438=C74- 
+74 - 540CDA4BO=0<4BP BD27 0B %4E8;;4
82:;8=6 8;; '0;<4A $82: A>F= 0E4 >AC>=
*C4E4 )>3F4;; *C4?74= 0A?4A $0ACH= '064
A070< >>C7 %82: '40C 0=3 <0=H <>A4
    

  

.8C7BD270F40;C7>5?8:4QB78=64G?4A84=24C74
key messages for preserving Broadland pike stocks
are well endorsed.
'A>3D243C>07867?A>54BB8>=0;BC0=30A3C74
- 8B 148=6 38BCA81DC43 ) & ) C>
QB78=6 >DC;4CB A8E4AB834 7>;830H 7><4B 0=3 78A4
boats and will be available to download – in order
C>B4=3C74<4BB064>5B054?8:4QB78=6
ALL ABOUT PIKE DAY
+74 '* 8= ?0AC=4AB78? F8C7 C74 ' 0=3
%>AF8270=38BCA82C'8:4;D1 74;30=O;;01>DC
Piking’ day at Bawburgh Lakes in 2012 for all those
8=C4A4BC438=?8:40=6;8=60=3C>74;?1468==4AB0=3
H>D=6BC4AB 608=C74:4H<4BB064B>5A4B?>=B81;4
?8:4QB78=6F4A4C745>2DB>50F4;;0CC4=34330H
that it is hoped will become an annual event.
PROMOTING ANGLING FOR THE DISABLED ANGLER
>;;>F8=6>=C748<?A>E4310=:QB78=60224BBC70C
70B144=02784E431HC74* C74'*A08B43
5D=3B C> 4=01;43 1>0CQB78=6 5>A C74 38B01;43
0=6;4A +F> 0;D<8=8D< 1>0CB F4A4 ?DA270B43
F8C7 =E8A>=<4=C 64=2H 2>=CA81DC8>=B C> 68E4
wheelchair access to the Broads.
+741>0C<>>A430C*DA;8=670<70B0;0A64
outboard and bespoke canopy. It has wheelchair
access and is very stable. This facility can be
used FREE OF CHARGE by anyone who is not
able to access the Broads due to disability. The
members of the Norwich and District Pike Club
have volunteered their time to take people out
on this boat.
A smaller version was recently purchased
5>ADB4>=C74140DC85D;+A8=8CHA>03BHBC4<0608=
F8C75A440224BB5>AC7438B01;430=6;4A =502C1>C7
    
      

boats have been used by bird-watchers and people
F7>9DBC4=9>HC742>D=CAHB834 0;>=6F8C7C7>B4
F7>;8:4C>QB7
For more information or to book one of the
boats, please call John Currie on 07776221959
:= 4.60D:C:9 
PIKE TAGGING SCHEME
Based on feedback from the Broadland Pike
>=54A4=2406A>D=31A40:8=6CA80;F0B34E8B43C>
B284=C8Q20;;HBCD3HC74?8:48=C74A>03B
A tagging scheme was set out by Environment
Agency Fisheries scientist Andy Hindes with the
74;? >5 E>;D=C44AB 5A>< C74 '* %>AF827 0=3
8BCA82C'8:4;D10=3$0AC70<=6;8=6;D1
Over 390 pike have so far been caught by
A>30=3;8=4A42>A38=6F4867CB4G0=3;4=6C70;>=6
with a scale being taken for analysis. The pike are
C06643 F8C7 CF> B<0;;O0;?70P C06B C70C 0A4 E8B81;4
0;>=6F8C70B<0;;3H4<0A: +74B4C06B68E4C74QB7
0D=8@D4834=C8Q01;4?A>Q;4C70CF8;;34<>=BCA0C4
6A>FC7A0C4B<>E4<4=C0=3384C +74A470E4144=
no other studies on pike at this level anywhere
8=C74F>A;3 0=3C7430C02>;;0C43F8;;?A>E8340
wealth of information. This is an ongoing study.
WATER-QUALITY MONITORING
The PASG recently acquired two water-quality
monitoring kits from the Environment Agency to
assess the dissolved oxygen and saline quality of
water on the Broads.
DA8=6C740DCD<=0=3F8=C4A<>=C7BBCA>=6
north-westerly winds and low-pressure weather
systems over the North Sea can contribute to the
64=4A0C8>=>5BDA64C834BF782720=?DB7B0;CF0C4A
much further inland than normally occurs. These
salt-water surges can trap and kill many thousands
>55A4B7F0C4AQB7 0=3<0H70E40B4A8>DB8<?02C
>=QB7BC>2:B8=C74A>03B
The Environment Agency has used rodlicence money to provide specialist water-testing
4@D8?<4=C 0=3 CA08=8=6 5>A C74 ?A>942C 4=01;8=6
local angling volunteers to help monitor salt-water
levels at many more locations around the Broads
during surge events.
The PASG will continue to work with
the authorities and clubs to provide a voice for
concerned pike anglers within the Broads.

Mickey Cox
PASG member.
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Where? When? How?

A guide to catching more
QB75A><C74A>03B
Our rivers and Broads are unique in the British
7,9/>.,;0 %: 4? >3:@7/ .:80 ,> 9: >@=;=4>0
B309I>3492?308?3,??30,9270=8@>?.:9>4/0=
A0=D .,=01@77D ?30 .:9/4?4:9> ?3,? .:91=:9? 348
Without such thought, opportunities will be
missed and a visit that promised so much could
;=:A0,/4>,;;:49?809?9@9/0=>?,9/492:1?30
?4/0>,9/?30>0,>:9,7842=,?:=D;,??0=9:1I>3
in the Broads rivers is essential or you could end
@;I>3492B30=0?30=0,=09:I>3
TIDES
+74QABC2>=B834A0C8>=8BC70C>DAA8E4AB0=3<0=H
of the Broads themselves are tidal. This is because
the very gentle slope of the rivers in the region
allows the tide to penetrate far inland. All the rivers
>5 0BC %>A5>;: C70C 5>A< C74 A>03B =0E860C8>=
R>F8=C>C74B400CA40C/0A<>DC7 =H>=4F7>
stands on one of the Great Yarmouth bridges will
=>C8249DBC7>F?>F4A5D;C74C830;R>F20=14 B
50A 8=;0=3 0B %>AF827 422;4B.A>G70< 0AC>=
A>03B0=348670<*>D=3BC74C830;R>F20=14
clearly seen.
There are two high tides and two low tides
each day and the time of the high tides progresses
1H 9DBC D=34A >=4 7>DA 5>A 4027 30H C70C ?0BB4B 
The further down river you travel towards Great
/0A<>DC7C74BCA>=64AC74C830;R>FF8;;142><4 
Legering generally takes over as the only viable
QB78=6<4C7>38=C74;>F4AA40274B>5C74A8E4AB 
Tide tables indicating high & low water at
various points around broadland can be found
>= C74 A>03BDC7>A8CHPB F41B8C4 FFF 1A>03B
authority.co.uk. along with local newspapers
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regularly printing tables. For a general guide the
high tide at London Bridge is roughly similar to
7867 C834 0C >A=8=6 422;4B 0=3 >C74A ?0ACB >5
the middle reaches of the Broads rivers.
There are variations in the strength of tidal
R>F 5A>< >=4 F44: C> 0=>C74A  E0A84CH >5
8=RD4=24B20DB4C74B4E0A80C8>=B0=30=6;4AB=443
to be aware of them. Many anglers are aware of the
270=64B8=C74C830;R>F1A>D67C01>DC1HB?A8=6
C834BC7>B4C70C>22DA0C0=38<<4380C4;H05C4AC74
day of the new moon and the full moon. At these
C8<4BC74C834B0A4BCA>=64AF7827<40=BC70CC74H
?4=4CA0C45DAC74A8=;0=30=3C74R>F8BC70C18C50BC4A
>F4E4A8=C74A>03BC74A40A4>C74A8=RD4=24B
at work that the angler also needs to know about.
Sustained periods of north-westerly winds lead to
higher tides in the Broads. These are increasingly
associated with invasions of salt water up the
Broads rivers.
They occur mainly in autumn and winter but
are not unknown in the summer. In autumn the
45542CB>=QB7?>?D;0C8>=B0A4?A>5>D=3 +74QB7
R445A><B0;C8=C74;>F4AA40274B>5C74A8E4A+78B
has the result of making large stretches of the river
2><?;4C4;H34E>83>5QB71HC74C8<4%>E4<14A
arrives. Any angler visiting the area in late autumn
and winter would be advised to avoid these
lower reaches.
Examples are: anywhere downstream of St
4=4CB114H>=C74DA4 3>F=BCA40<>5'>CC4A
48670<>=C74+7DA=4 3>F=BCA40<>5AD=30;;
on the Yare and downstream of Burgh St Peter on
the Waveney. For pike anglers visiting in winter these

38BCA81DC8>=B>5?A4HQB7B7>D;314:4?C8=<8=3  C
should be noted that pike are very vulnerable to
B0;C0=3F8;;R440CC74QABC78=C>58C  C8B=>C40BHC>
34C42CB0;C8=C74F0C4AL38??8=6H>DAQ=64A8=0=3
BD2:8=68CF>A:BF74A4C74B0;C;4E4;B0A478671DC
saltwater makes its progress upstream along the
A8E4A143B0;CF0C4A148=634=B4AC70=5A4B7F0C4A 
Therefore the degree of saltiness will be higher at
the bottom of the river. What may appear to be a
B0;C5A44A8E4A20=8=502C1450AC>>B0;CH5>AC74QB7
?>?D;0C8>=C>140A0=3C74HF8;;70E4R4350A5A><
F74A4H>D0A47>?45D;;HB4CC8=6D?H>DA640A
867 C834B 1A>D67C >= 1H =>AC7 F4BC4A;84B
2><18=43F8C7;0A640<>D=CB>5A08= F8;;;403C>
very high water levels as the tidal surge meets the
R>>3F0C4A 2><8=6 3>F=BCA40<  +74 A4BD;C F8;;
>5C4=140B;>F8=6>5C74R>F0=38=3443>=B><4
30HBC74R>F2><4BC>02><?;4C4BC0=3BC8;; +78B
8B=>CDBD0;;H6>>35>AQB78=6 C74QB7C70C8=7018C
>DAA8E4AB0A4DB43C>R>F8=6F0C4A0=3C74HF8;;
>5C4=BC>?54438=6F74=C74R>FB;>FBC>=>C78=6 
+74A48B0;B>0?4A8>3>5BC8;;F0C4A A454AA43
C> 0B B;02: F0C4A F74= 4027 C834 270=64B 5A><
R>>3C>411 +78B8B64=4A0;;H0?4A8>3F74=18C4B
stop for a while. It offers the angler the chance
to accurately rebait the swim without the worry
>50BCA>=6R>F<0:8=66A>D=3108C8=6B><4F70C
hit or miss.
SEASONAL MIGRATION
What a difference the seasons make. Fish are
distributed much more widely in the summer than
in the winter. In the summer roach and bream can
be caught as far downstream as Stokesby on the

DA4)44370<>=C74/0A40=3*><4A;4HC>=>=C74
.0E4=4HDC8=F8=C4AC74QB7C4=3C>2>=6A460C4
8=7D64=D<14AB8=E4AH;>20;8B43B?>CB<0=H<8;4B
upstream of these summer reaches. The reason for
this migration has already been partly explained –
QB7 R44 C74 ;>F4A <>A4 1A02:8B7 A40274B >5 C74
rivers. However other factors are at work too.
The open expanses of large Broads such as
82:;8=6>A0AC>=0A48=7>B?8C01;4?;024B5>AQB7
8=F8=C4A.8C7>DCC742>E4A>5F443143BQB70A4
vulnerable to predators such as cormorants and
?8:4B>C74H;40E4BD270A40B0=3Q=3B0=2CD0AH8=
=0AA>FF0C4AF0HBBD270BC743H:4BC70C;4038=C>
Broads and in boatyards. Water temperature too is
0502C>A F8C7C74C4<?4A0CDA4A4<08=8=678674A8=
such places that are not constantly at the mercy of
cooling winter winds.
Cormorants are far less inclined to hunt their
prey in such places; for starters there are too many
people around to suit these shy birds. Where they
are accessible the boatyards become favoured
winter venues for anglers. Stretches of river to
which boatyards are directly connected also offer
Q=4 ?A>B?42CB 8= F8=C4A %>C01;4 BCA4C274B 148=6
C7A>D67.A>G70< >A=8=6 0=3 '>CC4A 48670< 
Where there are no boatyards but where a river
?0BB4BC7A>D6701D8;CD?0A40BD270B0C422;4B
the prospects for the winter angler are far brighter
than on more picturesque but barren stretches
of water.
The centre of Norwich in fact provides the
best winter sport of all and is a Mecca for match
anglers from November through to the season’s
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4=3 *>6>>38BC74QB78=68=C7424=CA4>5%>AF827
in winter that it demands a chapter of its own (see
pages 18 and 19).
THE BOAT TRAFFIC EFFECT
8B78=C74A>03B0A4DB43C>1>0CCA05Q2LC74H
have to be. This means that it is possible to catch
QB7C7A>D67>DCC7430H>=01DBHBCA4C27>5A8E4A
F8C7>DC C74 QB7 148=6 ?DC >55 1H C74 2>=BC0=C
passing of boats. The exception being in narrow
BCA4C274B >5 A8E4A BD27 0B 0;>=6 C74 =C F74A4
30HC8<4QB78=68BE8ACD0;;H8<?>BB81;4 
>F4E4A?A4B4=C8=6H>DAC02:;48=C74?;024
and manner you may wish to is another matter.
Boat wash and boats travelling through your swim
see to that. A better idea during the busy periods
>5 C74 30H 8B C> Q=3 0 B?>C 0F0H 5A>< C74 A8E4A
navigation channels that cross the Broads – for this
you will generally need a dinghy or a boat with a
shallow draft.
.74A4 QB7 70E4 C74 27>824 BD27 0B >= 0
;0A64A>03 C74HF8;;BC0H8=C74F443143B8=C74
shallow bays and close to reedbeds during the
daytime. At night they leave such areas to feed in
the boat channel. So it is obvious where the angler
B7>D;31434?4=38=6>=C74C8<4>530H
If your visit spans more than a one week
period a quiet spell on the rivers can be found
in the middle of a Saturday. It is not until mid05C4A=>>= C70C CA05Q2 ?82:B D? 0=3 H>D F8;; Q=3
E4AH;867CCA05Q25>A01>DCQE47>DAB  =C74F834A
A40274B BD27 0B C74 ;>F4A /0A4 0=3 .0E4=4H
QB78=6C7A>D67C7430H8BC7>A>D67;H?A02C820;0=3
large catches of roach and bream can be made
DB8=6 BF8<54434A >A @D8E4AC8? C02C82B  >F4E4A
you would be well advised to steer clear of busy
0A40B>5C74=0AA>F4A2>=Q=4B>5C74)8E4ADA4
between Horning and Wroxham and the River Ant
during summer days. Much wiser to seek the peace
that the many side Broads have to offer.
FISHING FROM DINGHIES AND SMALL CRAFT
+74 QB7 70E4 B>D67C C74 ?4024 0=3 @D84C >5
B70;;>FF443H10HB0F0H5A><C741>0CCA05Q25>A
a good reason – to get away from the turbulent
water and feed in an environment that offers them
food and cover.The stealthy approach that a dinghy
allows the angler is therefore all important. Forget
about outboard motors and use a bit of muscle
?>F4A&0AB0;;>FH>DC>64CQC0CC74B0<4C8<4
0B<0G8<8B8=6H>DA270=24B>520C278=6QB7
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+74A4PB <D27 <>A4 C> 8C C70= 9DBC
4=BDA8=6 0 @D84C 0??A>027  >A <0=H QB78=6
from a small boat will be a new experience –
one that involves a whole new way of thinking.
)4<4<14AC70CQB7B20A8=6E81A0C8>=BCA0E4;E4AH
effectively through the shallow water to ruin
0=H270=24H>D<867C70E4>520C278=6QB7 
A few golden rules to remember when small boat
QB78=6
K Quiet footwear such as trainers are essential
K Gear needs to be organised in such a way that
movement within the boat is kept to a minimum
K It is important that the boat is not overcrowded
– a safety factor as well as for more
45Q284=CQB78=6
Linked to not being overcrowded is the necessity
>5:44?8=6QB78=6640AC>0<8=8<D<L5>A8=BC0=24
>=4 ;0=38=6 =4C ?A454A01;H F8C7 0 B7>AC 70=3;4
is all that is needed rather than each angler taking
their own. Rods should be tackled up before setting
>DC8=C741>0CL8C8BE4AH0F:F0A35>ACF>0=6;4AB
4027F8C70 5>>CA>3 C>CAH0=3C02:;4D?8=0
38=67HC70C8B>=;H 544C;>=6;>0CQB78=68BC74
<>BC 45542C8E4 <4C7>3 F74= DB8=6 0 B<0;; 1>0C
as the unavoidable small movements of the boat
make bite indications unreliable using leger tactics.
Mooring the boat should be achieved as
@D84C;H0B?>BB81;4F8C7<D3F4867CB148=6;>F4A43
gently down in the water rather than being thrown.
 2><5>AC01;4 B40C F8;; 74;? 2DC 3>F= Q364C8=6
and will also encourage you to remain seated and
>DC >5 C74 B867C >5 C74 QB7 +74 B054CH 0B?42C >5
QB78=65A><0B<0;;1>0CB7>D;3=4E4A14=46;42C43
– always wear a buoyancy aid.
TACTICS FOR THE BROADS
C <DBC 14 A42>6=8B43 C70C R>F A0C4B E0AH 0 ;>C
0=3C74H382C0C47>FH>DF8;;1401;4C>QB7 +74
;>F4AA40274B>5C74/0A4.0E4=4H0=3DA470E4
powerful currents that make legering with a heavy
and open end feeder the most successful tactic.
,B438=0BB>280C8>=F8C70BC85RH<8G436A>D=3108C
0=3;0A64108CBD270BF>A< BF44C2>A=>A1A403
this is a good method for bream that inhabit
these reaches.
It must be kept in mind that the bream grow
;0A64 L QB7 >5 L;1 0A4 508A;H 2><<>= QB7 >5
>E4A ;1 0A4 ?A4B4=C L B> 0 B8I4 L 7>>: 8B
0??A>?A80C4 +74 4G?4A84=243 ?>;4 QB74A<0= F8;;

Q=3C74A>0271H2>=CA>;;8=6C74?024>578B<066>C
or caster-baited small hook as it makes progress
9DBC>55C741>CC>< 4;>F+7DA=4$>DC7>=C74
DA4 AD=30;; >= C74/0A4 0=3 422;4B >= C74
Waveney are the areas most suited to such tactics.
,?BCA40<>5C74B4?>8=CBR>0CQB78=6142><4B0
<>A4 E801;4 ?A>?>B8C8>= 0;C7>D67 0 ;867C 54434A
QB743 F8C7 0 @D8E4AC8? A>3 F8;; ?A>E834 4G24;;4=C
20C274B?0AC82D;0A;H>51A40<
Fishing from a boat will allow the angler to
70E42>=CA>;>50BC82:R>0C0B74CA>CB<066>C>A
caster for the abundant roach stocks. Perch like
the areas around quay headings where moorings
0A4B8CD0C43LCAH0R>0CQB743F>A<2;>B4C>C74
bank in such places. Often the current is very slight
74A40=30;867CB7>CC43R>0C8B0?A02C820;27>824 

&= C74 A>03B C74<B4;E4B A4<4<14A C70C
C74 F0C4A 8B B70;;>F :44? H>DA C02:;4 0B ;867C 0B
?>BB81;4 2AHBC0;F066;4A8B06>>314C148=6;4BB
E8B81;4C>H>DA@D0AAH8=C74B70;;>F0=3B><4C8<4B
2;40AF0C4A+AHC>Q=3010;0=2414CF44=34;820C4;H
presented terminal tackle and the ability to cast
0C;40BC H0A3BC>H>DAQB7L64CC>>2;>B40=3
H>DF8;;B20A4C74< C=867CF74=C741A40<5443
<>A4 4=C7DB80BC820;;H 0 14C0;8C4 8;;D<8=0C43 R>0C
or light leger gear will suit your purpose. Try to
:44?;867CC>0<8=8<D< DB8=60C>A27C>108CD?
>AD=7>>:QB7F74==424BB0AHA0C74AC70=70E8=6
a powerful light going all the time.

0??HQB78=6
John Nunn

Suitable tackle set-ups:

7:.69/00/0=,B4<066>CB20BC4AB>A
chopped worm. Fish heavy or light feeder
022>A38=6C>BCA4=6C7>5R>F

";099/00/0=Carries groundbait laced with
54438 4 <066>CB20BC4AB27>??43F>A<BF44C2>A= 
8B7740EH>A;867C022>A38=6C>BCA4=6C7>5R>F
#:70$42Useful
method in
slower reaches
of rivers and
on Broads

),2270=$42
Excellent control
of moving bait
QB7439DBC>55
C741>CC><
or tripping the
riverbed.

%?4.67:,?
Presents a
<>E8=6108C
often maggot or
20BC4AQB7439DBC
off the bottom.
Easily controlled
from a boat.
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CARP

EEL

ROACH

RUDD

BREAM

PERCH

PIKE

TENCH

Mainly introduced by accident
E80R>>38=6>5QB750A<B0=3
QB74A84BD?BCA40<>5C74
1A>03BC74B4QB70A40=>=
native species but have been
present since at least the 1970s.
There are small numbers all
over Broadland with the highest
concentrations being found on
the River Yare.
With specimens well over 30lbs
20D67C4027H40AC74H0A40
worthy quarry that requires
BC>DCC02:;4 +74QB7<86A0C4D?
and down the rivers so location
is the key to catching these hard
Q67C8=6QB7 'A4108C8=68B>5C4=
DB43C>7>;3QB78=>=40A40
but be prepared to catch lots of
bream along the way.
&=B><4BD==H30HBQB720=
be seen basking in the tidal
Wensum through the city of
%>AF8271DC;8<8C430224BB
5>AQB78=678=34ABC74:44=4BC
of anglers.
&,.670,9/80?3:/>
Heavy carp gear is required to
C0<4C74B4QB7 8B78=68=C74
middle of the river needs leads
>50A>D=3>IBC>7>;31>CC><
at times. Also be mindful of
1>0CCA05Q2
,4?> Carp will eat most baits
0=3?0AC82;4BBD270B<08I40=3
sweetcorn work well along
with boilies.
490> 15lb minimum.
::6>4E0
34?4=38=6>=108CB8I4

+74B4QB70;C7>D67>=24
abundant in the broads are
in decline.
.74C74A>E4AQB78=6>A
38B40B4B0A4C>1;0<4)
now restricts the amount of
2><<4A280;QB78=6C>?A>C42C
eel stocks.
+74B4QB7>=;HB?4=3C748A03D;C
;8548=5A4B7F0C4A.74=<0CDA4
they migrate back to sea and
spawn in very deep water off
the South American coast in an
area called the Sargasso Sea. The
adults are never seen again. No
one has ever witnessed their
spawning or been able to get
them to spawn in captivity.
The young called "&)%&"
#0C8=5>A;405;8:40A4R0C0=3
glass-like and drift back to our
shores on warm currents called
the Gulf Stream. They transform
into miniature versions of the
03D;C5>A<20;;434;E4AB8=
4BCD0A8=4F0C4AB>55>DA2>0BCB
then migrate back upstream
8=C>>DAA8E4ABBCA40<B;0:4B
and ponds to grow and start
the whole cycle again.
&,.670,9/80?3:/>
%867CQB78=68B14BCQB78=62;>B4
to the river bank on the bottom.
,4?> Worms or maggots. Small
deadbaits can work for larger
specimens.
490> 4lb - 10lb. and wire traces
<0H14=4434385QB78=6F8C7
deadbaits.
::6>4E0
34?4=38=6>=108CB8I4

With silver/blue scales and
E4A<8;8>=Q=BA>0270A40QA<
favourite species of coarse
anglers. Nicknamed the water
B744?C78B2><<>=B?4284B8B
0CAD4B7>0;QB7F7827<>BC;H
feeds delicately on the bottom
but will rise to intercept
slow-sinking baits presented
on light tackle. Abundant in an
0E4A064B8I4A0=64>514CF44=
0=3 >I1DCB?428<4=
roach over 1lb are reasonably
2><<>=?;024C4=38=6C>5443
early or late in the day and even
after dark throughout
the winter.
While huge 2lb roach are
A4?>AC434E4AHB40B>=<>BC>5
C74<0A4A>027 1A40<7H1A83B
so take care to identify them
correctly. In spring and summer
months roach are widespread
throughout the rivers and
A>03B7>F4E4A>=24C74
winter sets in they tend to
congregate in large numbers in
and around the boatyard areas.
&,.670,9/80?3:/>
;>0CQB78=6DB8=648C74A0
waggler for trotting mid river or
BC8;;F0C4AQB78=6>A0BC82:R>0C
for trotting close in. Feed little
0=3>5C4=108C8=6C>34<0=3 
'>;4QB78=68BC7450E>DA43
0??A>027>5<0C270=6;4AB
using a short line and elastic. In
faster water try legering using
0@D8E4AC8??4A70?B2><18=43
with a maggot swimfeeder.
,4?>A403<066>CB20BC4AB
BF44C2>A=74<?0=3C0A4B 
490> 2lb - 4lb reel-line with
1lb - 3lb hooklines.
::6>4E0 20–12

Whilst becoming increasingly
A0A4C7A>D67>DCC742>D=CAH
this dashing species with its
140DC85D;6>;34=R0=:B
0=32A8<B>=Q=B8BBC8;;
commonly caught in various
0A40B>5C74A>03B4B?4280;;H
in the Upper Thurne and
Trinity Broads.
.8C70=0E4A064B8I4>5C>
>I0=HQB7>E4A ;12>D;314
considered a specimen although
D=3>D1C43;HQB7>E4A ;10A4
>220B8>=0;;H20D67C4B?4280;;H
on Hickling Broad. A bold
54434AF8C79DCC8=61>CC><90F
which makes it adept at surface
feeding but equally happy to
5443>=C741>CC><AD330A40
A4BC;4BBB7>0;QB70=30;F0HB>=
the move.
Seek them near the marginal
reeds or lily beds in and around
C74@D84C10HB1DC1420A45D;
not to spook them with a
clumsy approach.
&,.670,9/80?3:/>
;>0CQB78=6LF066;4AB4C
shallow or slow sinking. Feed
little and often.
,4?> A403R0:4>A2ADBC
<066>CB20BC4AB0=3BF44C2>A=
490>;1;1A44;;8=4F8C7 ;1
- 3lb hooklines.
::6>4E0
20 - 12

Abundant in large shoals
throughout the rivers and
A>03BC78BB;01B83431>CC><
feeding species is predominantly
nocturnal by nature although
they can also be caught early
and late in the day.
Large 100lb+ catches of bream
are occasionally taken by using a
specialised approach with plenty
of groundbait. Look for them
in quiet areas of open water
1DCC0:420A4=>CC>>E4AQ;;C74
keepnet should you be lucky
4=>D67C>4=9>H0A43;4CC4A30H
Broads bream are getting
considerably bigger than they
DB43C>14F78;4 0=3;1
QB70A42><<>=?;024F8C70=H
over 7lb generally considered a
B?428<4=7D643>D1;4
Q6DA4QB73>CDA=D?5A><
time to time.
&,.670,9/80?3:/>
A><01>0CCAHR>0CQB78=6
F8C70F066;4AF8C7C74108C
tripping or laying on the bottom.
A><C7410=:CAH;464A8=6
perhaps using a swingtip where
R>FB0;;>F>A>C74AF8B4DB8=6
a quivertip in faster water.
*F8<54434AQB78=620=147867;H
?A>3D2C8E40B20=0<4C7>3
feeder. Recast regularly to lay
a bed of feed but beware of
BCA8:8=60C;8=418C4BF7827<0H
B20A4C74QB7>DC>5H>DABF8<
,4?>A403<066>CB20BC4AB
BF44C2>A=F>A<B0=3
groundbait.
490> 3lb - 6lb reel-line with
3lb - 5lb hooklines.
::6>4E0
>A643B8I43 

Now making a strong comeback
from the disease that decimated
C748A=D<14AB8=C74  BC78B
1>;330B78=6?A430C>AHB?4284B
is once again regularly caught
throughout the rivers
and Broads.
.8C70=0E4A064B8I4>5C>
>I1DCF8C7 ;1B?428<4=B
increasingly commonplace
and 3lb whoppers a distinct
?>BB818;8CH?4A270A4>=240608=
becoming one of the Broads
most exciting angling species.
Perch love hiding up under
2>E4A4B?4280;;H8=344?4A
water; look for them beneath
>E4A70=68=6CA44BD=34A
permanent moorings or in deep
reedy margins.
&,.670,9/80?3:/>
;>0C0=3;464AQB743344?>A
on the bottom.
,4?>
.>A<B<066>CB20BC4ABB<0;;
QB7B<0;;B?8==4AB0=3;DA4B 
% .8C7QB70=3
;DA4B?8:4F8;;<0:4DB4>50
wire trace
0=3BCA>=64A;8=4B4BB4=C80; 
490>
;1;1022>A38=6C>C74B8I4>5
QB7H>D0A44G?42C8=6
::6>4E0
18 - 8

At the top of the Broads food2708=C78B8=2A40B8=6;H?>?D;0A
predatory species is superbly
20<>DR0643C>;DA:8=C74A443
beds having the perfect body
shape to accelerate from a
standstill and strike into its prey.
Pike are commonplace
throughout the rivers and
A>03BF74A47D64QB7>E4A
40lb have been caught in the
?0BC ,=5>ACD=0C4;HQB7C78B
;0A640A4D=;8:4;HC>30H7>F4E4A
plenty of 20lb specimens exist.
Requiring specialist tackle and
B:8;5D;70=3;8=6C427=8@D4B
inexperienced anglers are
03E8B43=>CC>QB75>A?8:4F7827
despite their ferocious looks are
one of our most delicate species.
&,.670,9/80?3:/>
;>0CQB78=6108CB>=>A>55C74
1>CC><5A><01>0C>C74AF8B4
48C74AR>0CQB78=65A44;8=8=6
>A;464A8=65A><C7410=:
but always with effective bite
indication that will properly
register both runs and drop
back indications. Never leave the
rod unattended and always use
a wire trace of 20lb minimum
breaking strain. Always strike
runs as quickly as possible.
,4?>
A4B7F0C4A>AB40QB7108CB
0=30AC8Q280;;DA4B
490>
15lb minimum.
::6>4E0 Semi-barbed
doubles or trebles. 8 - 6

Found mainly on the Thurne and
Trinity Broads. With distinctive
>;8E4R0=:B0=3B<0;;A43
4H4BC78B70A3Q67C8=6?>?D;0A
summer species grows to a high
0E4A064B8I48=C74A>03BF8C7
C>;1QB72><<>=?;0240=3
specimens over 5
and 6lb a distinct possibility.
,BD0;;H01>CC><54434A;>>:
for them close to lilies or along
C74A443H<0A68=B?0AC82D;0A;H
where the bottom is hard.
&,.670,9/80?3:/>
;>0CQB78=6;0H8=6>=C74
bottom or otherwise using
the lift-method. From the bank
perhaps try legering with a
AD==8=6;464A>A?0C4A=>BC4A
with swimfeeders being
particularly effective.
,4?>
A403<066>CB20BC4AB
BF44C2>A=F>A<B6A>D=3108C
and hemp.
490>
Strong 5lb - 6lb reel-lines with
4lb - 5lb hooklines respectively.
::6>4E0
>A643B8I4 
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An angling
guide to
good
practice
FISH CARE - RETAINING FISH
If you use a keepnet:
K&=;HDB40:44?=4CF74==424BB0AH0=3A4C08=QB7
for the shortest time possible.
K$0:4BDA4H>DA:44?=4C8B<034>5QB75A84=3;H
mesh and complies with local bylaws.
K>=PC>E4A2A>F3H>DA:44?=4C4B?4280;;H3DA8=6
hot weather.
K Make sure there is enough depth of water
for your net.
K';024QB78=C74:44?=4C@D82:;H0=364=C;H
K#0A64QB7B7>D;3=>C14A4C08=438=0:44?=4C
K>=>CC>FQB78=:44?=4CB
behind boats.
K Keepnets should not be left unattended for
extended periods of time.
K Ensure that your keepnet is secured properly to the
bank or boat to protect it from the wash
of motor cruisers.
K Don’t keep pulling the net out of the water to
B7>F>55H>DA20C27C78BF8;;70A<C74QB7
K)4CDA=H>DA20C2720A45D;;H3>=>CB;834>ACD<1;4
QB73>F=C74:44?=4C8=C>C74F0C4A

UNHOOKING FISH
K Use barbless or micro-barb hooks where possible.
+74H0A4:8=34AC>QB70=37>>:A4<>E0;8B
much easier.
K0AAHB4E4A0;38B6>A64ABH>DF8;;0;F0HB;>B4>=4
and forceps for the removal of larger hooks.
K;F0HBF4CH>DA70=3B145>A470=3;8=60=HQB7 >
=>CDB4C>F4;BF4C>A3AH0BC74B420=A4<>E4C74
?A>C42C8E4B;8<45A><QB7 
K Be mindful of unhooking surfaces making sure they
are soft and wet. Always use an unhooking mat on
B>5CR0C6A>D=35>A?8:40=3;0A64QB7
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K Fish should be weighed in appropriate nets or weighing
slings and NOT by the gills.
K.74=C0:8=60?7>C>6A0?770E4H>DA20<4A0A403H
145>A4H>DC0:4C74QB7>DC>5C74F0C4A
K.74=7>;38=6QB70;F0HB<0:4BDA4H>D:44?C74<
low to the ground.
K Fish should always be returned to the water quickly
and gently after weighing or retained in a keepnet
8548C74A8B=424BB0AH

FISHING METHODS AND UNATTENDED RODS
K Baits and lures should never be left trailing behind
moving motor cruisers and day boats. This practice is
not only ineffective it is also dangerous.
K'8:4QB78=6A4@D8A4BB?4280;8BC:=>F;43640=3C02:;4 
CB7>D;3=>C140CC4<?C43D=;4BBH>D0A42>=Q34=C
that you can unhook and safely return your catch. If
in doubt seek expert advice (please see recommend
?A02C8245>A?8:4QB78=6'064B  
K It is an offence to leave a baited rod unattended. It can
4=30=64AF0C4A18A3B0=3QB7?0AC82D;0A;H?8:4F7827
might gorge the bait or snag the line. There is also a
danger from passing boats.
K40F0A4>52A8<43>=PC;40E4A>3B>A>C74AE0;D01;4B
unattended on the bank or boat.

WILDLIFE AND THE ENVIRONMENT
K Don’t drop litter – use bins and disposal points.
K Choose your swim with care to reduce the risk of
B=0668=610=:B834CA44BE464C0C8>=0=3>1BC02;4B8=
the water.
K Take care where people feed waterfowl; the birds may
have learned to associate people with food and their
expectations will increase the risk of entanglement.

K)4<>E4A86B20D67CD?8=E464C0C8>=1A0=274B>A
D=34AF0C4AB=06B8<<4380C4;HF74A48C8B?A02C820;0=3
safe to do so.
K4F0A4>518A3BBF8<<8=68=C>H>DAQB78=6;8=4 *F0=B
can reach your bait one metre below the surface and
other birds will often dive for food. Wind in your tackle
if you think birds are at risk. Hooks and line should
=4E4A1438B20A3434B?4280;;H108C437>>:B #8=4B7>D;3
be cut into one-inch lengths and disposed of with care
>A14CC4ABC8;;C0:4=7><4 

SAFETY
K.74=QB78=65A><78A42A05C<>>AB054;H0=30;F0HB
F40A0;854902:4C
K Wear appropriate footwear on deck and always be
mindful of slippery surfaces.
K40F0A4>5?>F4A201;4B4B?4280;;H>E4A74038=
boatyards or set back from banks.
K+0:4=>C824>50=HF0A=8=6B86=B #&&"&,+#&&"
,'0=3*+. +)
K Observe speed limits. Be considerate to other water
users and always watch your speed.

OTHER WATER USERS
K=6;8=68BE4AH8<?>AC0=CC><0=H?4>?;41DC8C8B9DBC
one of many legitimate water activities. Please respect
the rights of other users.
K 5QB78=6=40A014=38=C74A8E4A>A0<>=6BCC0;;A443B
140F0A4>50??A>0278=61>0CCA05Q2C74H<0H=>C14
able to see you.
K.74=QB78=62;>B4C>1>0CB142>=B834A0C40=3DB40
?>;42D?C>?;0246A>D=3108CA0C74AC70=020C0?D;C
K Should you accidentally get your hook caught on a

1>0CPB<>>A8=6A>?4B?;40B43>=PC;40E48CC74A4C>
8=9DA4B><4>=4PB70=3 )4<>E4C747>>:1DC<0:4
sure that it is safe and practical to do so. Ask the
permission of people on the boat if it is occupied.
K.74=QB78=60C 7>DA<>>A8=6B0=6;4ABB7>D;3
generally give way to vessels trying to moor up 2742:;>20;B86=B145>A4QB78=6
K Keep paths clear for pedestrians and cyclists.

Useful Information
 ENVIRONMENT AGENCY
24-hour emergency hotline number for reporting all
?>;;DC8>=0=34=E8A>=<4=C0;8=2834=CBA4;0C8=6C>F0C4A
land and air call: 0800 80 70 60
F DON’T FORGET YOUR
ROD LICENCE
If you are 12 years old or over you must have a valid
Environment Agency Rod Licence – available online
0=35A><'>BC&5Q24B 
For telephone sales call: 0844 800 5386.
A copy of the Anglian Region Fisheries Byelaws can be
found on our website:
BBB09A4=:9809?,209.D2:A@6
 POLICE (NON-EMERGENCY)
BROADS BEAT call:
101
 BROADS RADIO CONTROL
>AA4?>AC8=6=>=4<4A64=2H70I0A3BBD270B1>0CB
B?4438=6>1BCAD2C8>=B>8;B?8;;B>AC>B44:=0E860C8>=
help and advice call: 01603 756056. For boat tolls
contact 01603 756080 or visit:
BBB-=:,/>,@?3:=4?D2:A@6
     
Call: 01362 820775
BBB?30>B,9>,9.?@,=D:=2@6
F RSPCA
0;;  
F>A:7>DAB 
BBB=>;.,:=2@6

 7AB

FISHING SEASON

      
15 March - 15 June INCLUSIVE
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Fish City tackling
urban
angling in
the Broads
by Colin Smith
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9?30,@?@89,9/B49?0=/:@-70I2@=0-,2>:1
;=480=:,.3,=0.:88:9;7,.0,?.30>:1 7-
;7@>,=0900/0/?:20?49?30I=>??3=001=,80>
:1 ?30 8,9D 8,?.30> 307/ ,? ?34> I>30=D %:
where is it?
.4;; <4=C8>= >5 0 7>;830H 0=6;8=6 >=
the Broads usually evokes images of sweeping
4G?0=B4B>5>?4=F0C4A A443H10HB0=3F>>343
A8E4A10=:B /4C B86=8Q20=C BCA4C274B >5 C74 A>03B
waterways are in urban areas and around boat
<>>A8=6B0=31>0CH0A3B AD==8=6C7A>D67E8;;064B
towns and right up into Norwich City centre.
+74H 20= >554A B><4 50=C0BC82 QB78=6 5>A
1>C7 ;>20; 0=3 E8B8C8=6 0=6;4AB ?0AC82D;0A;H
5>AC7>B4QB78=640A;H8=C7430H>A8=C74
7>;830H >55?40: B40B>= F74= C74 10=:B
0=31>0CCA05Q20A4<D27@D84C4A+740DCD<=
and winter months bring some spectacular sport
F74=QB7 ?0AC82D;0A;HB7>0;D?>=B7>0;>5A>027
gather in urban areas and around boatyards
and boat dykes.
+74 94F4; 8= C74 2A>F= >5 DA10= A>03B
QB78=6 8B C74 )8E4A .4=BD< 5A>< 1478=3 C74
Norwich City football ground. The stretch runs
along the Riverside walk beside the Riverside
34E4;>?<4=CB 2;D1B <D;C8BC>A4H 20A ?0A:B
A4BC0DA0=CB B7>?B 28=4<0 0=3 7>DB4B C> C74
Yacht Station and up past historic buildings such as
'D;;B4AAH0=3>F+>F4A 8=C>C74740AC>5C74
28CH Q=0;;HA40278=6C744=3>5C74C830;BCA4C27>5
the river Wensum at New Mills Yard.
.78;4A>0270A4C74A40;3A0FC74A40A40;B>
plenty of obliging perch and some clonkers too.
*><4B?4280;8B8=68=QB78=65>AC74B470E8=6C0:4=
=D<4A>DB QB7 C> ;1B F8C7 ;1B QB7 142><8=6 0
A40;C0A64C &E4AC74H40AB0A? 70E8=68=2A40B43
8==D<14AB0A40;B>F>AC72>=B834A8=6F8C7QB7C>
over 20lbs being caught reguarly. If you can locate
C74< 1A40< B7>0;B 20= 68E4 H>D B><4 1D<?4A
weights; match records have gone through the
roof to around 70lb when a good angler gets a
7>C?46 .8C7B><0=H?A4HQB701>DC?8:40=6;4AB
20=Q=36>>3=D<14AB>5?8:40BF4;;0BB?428<4=
QB7 +74 <0AE4;;>DB C78=6 8B C70C C74A4 A40;;H 8B
B><4C78=65>A0;;C0BC4B0=30=6;8=6018;8C84B 85H>D
QB7 74A4 H>D F8;; Q=3 0 A40;;H <8G43 0=3 E4AH

friendly bunch alongside you; pike anglers with rod
pods sitting next to match anglers and kids with a
few bits of tackle. It is simply stunning that it’s all
5A44QB78=6$0C274B8=C740;;>20C43I>=4BF74A4
20BD0;0=6;4ABB7>D;368E4F0H70E4C>141>>:43
at a modest cost via Norwich City Council.
.74= 8C 2><4B C> QB78=6 74A4 H>D F8;;
Q=3 C70C C830; 5>A24B 270==4;;43 8= C74 10=:B 0A4
probably the biggest factor to come to terms
F8C7 +74B4 8=RD4=24 34?C7 >5 F0C4A 0=3 74867C
5A><C74786710=:B R>FA0C40=34E4=38A42C8>=
>5R>F 
So it makes for very active and stimulating
QB78=6 />D 70E4 C> 14 2>=BC0=C;H 270=68=6 34?C7
0=3A86C>?A4B4=CC74108C8=F70C4E4A<0==4AC74
QB7F0=C8C>=C7430H
-8ACD0;;H 0;; Q=4 ;8=4 AD==8=6 F0C4A
techniques are relevant from strung and bulked
BC82: 0=3 F066;4A R>0CB F8C7 0 BC403H BCA40< >5
;>>B4 5443 54434A QB78=6 >A ;>=6 ?>;4 <4C7>3B
QB743 BC0C82 >E4A 5443 >A 40B43 C7A>D67  4438=6
F8C76A>D=3108C74<?<066>CB0=320BC4AB1A403
0=32>A=F8;;20C27E8ACD0;;H4E4AHC78=6C7>D67C74
perch love the chopped worm and worm hookbait
approach.
It is always worth regular feeding on more
than one line and switching between them if bites
3A>?>558=>A34AC>:44?D?0BC403HR>F>5QB7 
+7410=:B0A4E8ACD0;;H0;;70A3BDA5024B B>C7>B4
C70C70E4B40C1>G4BF8C70CC027<4=CB5>AA>3A4BCB
108C1>GBC0=3B4C2F8;;14<>A42><5>AC01;4 
+7>B4 B0<4 70A3 10=:B <0:4 QB7 20A4 0=
issue and any specimen hunter must have some
kind of padded unhooking mat with them. It is
always worth a polite inquiry to local tackle dealers
for up-to-the-minute advice on hot-spots and
methods.
+78B0F4B><4QB78=6F0B=40A;H;>BCC>0=6;8=6
though; in 1997 a concerted anti-angling campaign in
the city centre coincided with plans being announced
for the redevelopment of the Riverside. Being a
5A44QB74AHF8C7=>2>=CA>;;8=62;D1>A0BB>280C8>=
8C703=>45542C8E4E>824C>Q67C5>A8C 
4C4A<8=43C>?A>C42C0QB74AHB>E8C0;5>A
F8=C4A<0C27QB78=640BH0224BB5>A:83B0=3>C74A
1468==4AB C74 %>A5>;: =6;4ABP >=B4AE0C8>=

BB>280C8>=%;0D=2743C748AA4B>DA24B8=C>
a lengthy campaign to save the future of angling
here. Others rallied to the cause; people like local
<0C27024*C4E4>AA4CCF7>>A60=8B430?4C8C8>=
and presented the case at a meeting of Norwich
City Council. Angling as a sport does not do a
6>>34=>D679>1>5B4;;8=68CB4;51DC 70E8=6<034
so many people aware of the enormous social
0=342>=><82E0;D4>50=6;8=6>=C74)8E4AB8348CB
future was secured.
';40B42><40=34=9>HC78B50=C0BC82QB74AH
but play your part in it by acknowledging that
2>=R82CB 14CF44= 0=6;8=6 2>=B4AE0C8>= 1>0C4AB
and other user groups is often most acute in urban
areas. The BASG Angling access group are aware
that angling is facing a constant threat on these
CH?4B >5 QB74A84B B> F8;; 14 F>A:8=6 C> 4BC01;8B7
current urban angling access along with identifying
sites for improvement. Also giving angling an
input to redevelopment proposals to safeguard
angling interests.
Read and heed the advice in the Environment
Agency’s Golden Rules and BASG’s Catching Fish
on the Broads;40R4CB
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A Matchman’s Approach
to the Broads
by Nick Larkin

Some time ago I wrote that there was a general
/0.749049=4A0=8,?.3I>3492,=:@9/?30.:@9?=D
That was largely down to a deterioration in the
<@,74?D :1 =4A0= I>3492 1:= A,=4:@> =0,>:9> ,9/
?30 ,/A09? :1 .:880=.4,7 .,=; I>30=40> &30
exception was our Broadland rivers; the fact that
since that time our Broads rivers have continued
?: ?3=4A0 -:?3 ,> <@,74?D I>3492 A09@0> ,9/ ,>
I=>?=,?0 B077,??09/0/ 8,?.3 A09@0> ;=:A0>
what an extraordinary wealth we have here on
:@=/::=>?0;
+74)8E4AB/0A4DA40=3+7DA=40A410=6>=
form for open events from the start of the season in
!D=4A867CC7A>D67D=C8;C744=3>5&2C>14AF74=
C78=6B2>>;>55018C0=3C74QB7BC0ACC>7834D?8=
C748AF8=C4A@D0AC4AB +78BQB7<86A0C8>=8BC74>=4
thing that will never ever change on our Broadland
rivers. Local anglers that know the rivers well have
seen this happen every year for as far back as they
care to remember. It’s quite funny when we tell
anglers from outside the area that although they
70E4 9DBC 20D67C 0 7D64 =4C >5 1A40< 0=3 A>027
5A>< C74+7DA=4 0C '>CC4A 48670< C>30H 2><4
back next week after a few frosty nights and they’ll
BCAD66;4C>64C018C4=3?A>101;H1;0=:+78B8B
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F74A4;>20;:=>F;4364608=43>E4A<0=HB40B>=B
8B0=8=E0;D01;4B>DA24>58=5>A<0C8>= +>Q=3C78B
there’s no better place to start than with a local
C02:;4 B7>? 0=3 C74A4PB => B7>AC064 >5 C74B4 8=
C74 0A40  9DBC DB4 H>DA P?7>=4 1>>: >A >=;8=4
38A42C>A84B4C2 
>A <0C27 8=5>A<0C8>= C74H F8;; ?A>101;H
suggest you contact the various organisers directly.
These guys will be only too pleased to help - they
F0=CH>DC>2><40;>=60=3BD??>ACC748A4E4=CB
05C4A0;;
TWO SUCH PEOPLE ARE:
K For the River Yare - Andy Wilson Sutter
C4;       <>18;4    
website www.riveryare.co.uk
K For the River Bure and Thurne +>=H 811>=B C4;      F41B8C4
www. NDAA.org.uk
48=6 01;4 C> <0C27QB7 C74B4 A8E4AB 0C 0;;
starts with good access to the riverbank. This can
140<09>A?A>1;4<>==0CDA0;E4=D4B +74B4CF>
particular associations have put in huge efforts over
many years to accommodate up to 100 anglers
4027F44:0=32>=C8=D4C>3>B>

8E8=60=0=6;4A6A40CQB78=68=02><5>AC01;4
F4;;<08=C08=43BF8<B <0=HF8C7?;0C5>A<B F8C7
B05420A?0A:8=60B=40AC>C70CBF8<0B?>BB81;4
=>CC><4=C8>=0CE4AHA40B>=01;42>BC8B=><40=
feat. These associations deserve all the support
that we can give them.
&52>DAB4>DAB<0;;4AA8E4ABC74.0E4=4H
Ant and especially the Wensum - are very much
0;8E4 0=3 :82:8=6 0=3 9DBC 0B ?A>;8Q2 +74B4 C4=3
C>14DB435>AB<0;;4A>?4=0=32;D14E4=CB 0=3
0;C7>D67 0224BB 20= 14 ;8<8C43 C74A4 0A4 B4E4A0;
clubs that have access to what can be fantastic
QB78=6 608=0;>20;C02:;4B7>?20=40B8;H03E8B4
you and point you in the right direction.
So on to the main methods that you need to
use to get the best out of these venues and give
yourselves the best chance of success in matches:
8=B7>AC 54434A0=3?>;4A486=BD?A4<4 Q=4;H
honed approach using these two methods will give
H>DC74<>BC45Q284=CF0H>5C02:;8=6<>BCBF8<B
these days. This is because we need to groundbait
E4AH 022DA0C4;H 0=3 C74= ?A4B4=C >DA 108C A867C
>E4A C74 C>? 4E4AH 20BC  +74 =0CDA4 >5 <>BC >5
C74E4=D4B PE4<4=C8>=432>=B8BCB>5344?<>E8=6
F0C4A<D27>5F782770B0C830;8=RD4=24 +7A>F8=6
groundbait in by hand and then trying to land a
;403>=8C8B385Q2D;C C>B0HC74;40BC #4C054434A
3>C74F>A:5>AH>D8CPB40B84A0=3H>DP;;20C2750A
<>A4 6D0A0=C44
 .8C7 R>0CQB78=6 0 ?>;4 <0:4B 108C
presentation a doddle in all but the windiest
2>=38C8>=B0=3C78B8BB>2A8C820;F74=?A4B4=C8=60
bait over your groundbaited patch.
5 H>D 0A4 =4F C> QB78=6 ?>F4A5D; A8E4AB
you must be careful to choose your baits and
groundbaits correctly. Maggots and casters are the
<08=BC0H54430=37>>:108CBF8C7?4A70?BF>A<B
for feed when targeting the myriads of skimmer
bream that now seem to inhabit virtually every
BCA4C27 >5 A8E4A  6>>3 @D0;8CH 6A>D=3108C F8C7
enough body and stickiness is essential to sink and
stay put on the bottom exactly where you want it.
608=0;>20;C02:;4B7>?F8;;BD??;H0=303E8B4>=
these baits.
>A54434AQB78=6C02:;4=443BC>14BCA>=6
with a 4-6lb mainline and 3-4lb hook-lengths. You

F8;;=4437>>:B5A><B8I4  0=354434ABF8C7
0F4867C;>038=6>5  >I
B5>A?>;4QB78=6 C78B8B<>BC;H3>=40C0
A0=64 >5   <4CA4B 0=3 5>A C78B H>D F8;; =443
R>0CB>5 6A0<B5>AC74/0A40=3DA40=301>DC
70;5C70CF4867C5>AC74+7DA=4 F78278BB70;;>F4A
F8C7064=C;4AR>F &52>DAB4 C74502CC70CC74B4
E4=D4B0A4C830;<40=BC70CC7434?C70=3R>F0A4
270=68=60;;30H;>=6B>C78B=443BC>14C0:4=8=C>
022>D=C0608=C78B8BF7HC74B4CF><4C7>3B<0:4
BD27039DBC<4=CBB>40BHC>02784E4 !DBC<0:4BDA4
you plumb up regularly during the day so that your
108C8B9DBCCA8??8=6>E4AH>DA6A>D=3108C />DP;;B>>=
:=>F858CPB=>C1420DB4H>DP;;BC>?20C278=6
Also make sure you have feeders of several
different weights so that you can change them to
:44?H>DA54434A8=?;0240BC74R>FBCA4=6C74=B 
/>DF0=C8CC>9DBC7>;31>CC><8=C74R>F1DCC>
1440B8;H38B;>36431H018C8=6QB7 8=>A34AC>B44
and hit the bites.
If all this sounds a bit daunting there is help
at hand. I personally run one-to-one guidance and
CD8C8>=>=C74B40=3>C74A<4C7>3B>=C74E4=D4B
C70C PE4<4=C8>=43 5>A8=38E83D0;0=6;4AB>AB<0;;
groups. For more details have a look at the ‘Tuition’
page of my website – www.nisafeeders.co.uk. You
F8;;0;B>Q=3<>A48=5>A<0C8>=01>DCC7454434AB
and terminal tackle that I’ve mentioned.
Although I’ve been taking a match angler’s
E84F >5 >DA ;>20; QB78=6 E4=D4B ;4CPB =>C 5>A64C
H>DO;;14QB78=68=C74<>BC140DC85D;BDAA>D=38=6B
0<>=6BC50=C0BC82F8;3;854 8=F70C<DBC14>=4>5
the most unspoilt parts of the country. And you’ll
20C277D64A>0270=31A40<-%
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Pike of
the
Broads;
a brief
history.
An extract from The Pike of Broadland

Stephen Harper
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Nowhere in Britain is more synonymous
B4?3 ;460 ,9/ ;460 I>3492 ?3,9 =:,/7,9/
&30 ;460 , ?=@7D ,9.409? I>3 3,> 0C4>?0/
in Norfolk for considerably longer than
the Broads themselves, and fossils of pike,
excavated at West Runton in Norfolk, date
1=:8:A0=3,71,84774:9D0,=>,2:
*> 5>A C7>DB0=3B >5 H40AB $0= 70B
7D=C43C74?8:48=%>A5>;: 8=8C80;;H5>A5>>3
0=3<D27;0C4A5>AB?>AC .420=>=;H8<068=4
0=3F>=34A0CC74B8I40=3=D<14ABC74B4
pike would have attained during periods of
our history when circumstances were so
much kinder to the environment. A much
smaller human population managed the
;0=30=3F0C4ABH<?0C74C820;;HF8C7>DCC74
intense farming practices that devastated
C74 A>03B 8= >=;H 0 54F 342034B ;40E8=6
them far removed from the wildlife havens
they once were.
22DA0C4 A42>A3B >5 ?8:4QB78=6
exploits go back little more than one
7D=3A43H40AB 1DC5>ACD=0C4;HA>03;0=3
has escaped the melodramatic pike lore
that has characterised other areas of
A8C08= 0=3 A4;0=3 F74A4 C74 B?4284B 70B >5C4=
been shrouded in mysterious and unbelievable tales
of huge and monstrous pike.
+>F0A3B C74 4=3 >5 C74 =8=4C44=C7 24=CDAH
as leisure time and public transport became more
available to a much larger percentage of the general
?D1;82 A08; CA0=B?>AC 8= ?0AC82D;0A C74 %>A5>;:
A>03B 20<4 C> 14 A460A343 0B 0 <09>A 0A40 >5
recreation for holiday-makers from all over Great
Britain; and with them came the anglers.
The fame of the Broads as an angler’s paradise
soon spread far and wide with the advent of mass
<4380=4FB?0?4AB 2>D=CAH0=3B?>AC8=69>DA=0;B
and books dedicated to angling - and what a glorious
place those Norfolk Broads must have been to
QB7 AHBC0;2;40AF0C4ABC70CC44<43F8C7;854 E0BC
beds of water plants inhabited by endless shoals of
QB7>50<D;C8CD34>5B?4284B ?A4H43D?>=1H?8:4
- huge pike that grew fat in an ideal and balanced
4=E8A>=<4=C0=3R>DA8B7438=C748A8B>;0C8>=
Pike of over ten pounds were commonplace;
CF4=CH?>D=34AB F4A4 0 A46D;0A ?>BB818;8CH 1DC
no precise records of rod-and-line captures from
C74B4 40A;H 30HB B44< C> 70E4 BDAE8E43 0;C7>D67

vague mentions exist in several old angling books
>5 7D64 ?8:4 >E4A C78ACH 0=3 4E4= 5>ACH ?>D=3B
0=3C74;0A64BC0DC74=C820C43?8:4F4A4 >52>DAB4
accurately recorded and often set up. These
8=2;D34 !>7= %D33PB  ?>D=34A >5   ! .
DC;4APB 8<?A4BB8E4   >5  +>< *C4E4=B>=PB
140DC85D; ?>D=34A>5  0=3AC7DA!02:B>=PB
35.8 of 1948.
!8< -8=24=C F0B C74 QABC 0=6;4A C> 20AE4 0
reputation with the pike of Broadland. First and
5>A4<>BC 0= >A=8C7>;>68BC 0=3 >=4 >5 C74 QABC
2>=B4AE0C8>=8BCB74F0B4<?;>H43>=C74.78C4B;40
and Hickling estates throughout his life to improve
the habitats of breeding and migrating birds and to
develop wildfowl for the shooting seasons.
!8<1420<420?C8E0C431H?8:4QB78=60=3F4=C
>= C> 2A40C4 C74 !8<-8=24=CO%>A5>;:P <4C7>3 >5
3403108CB?8==8=60=3C74!8<-8=24=CB?>>=F7827
have taken their rightful place in pike angling history.
>F4E4A 78B 6A40C4BC 2>=CA81DC8>= C> A>03;0=3
pike angling is without doubt the restocking of pike
into the Thurne system that he organised after the
B40R>>3>5 
When the sea smashed through the Horsey
0? >= 41AD0AH C7  C74 A4BD;C8=6 B0;C
R>>3F0C4A F8?43 >DC 0;; 5A4B7F0C4A QB7 8= C74
+7DA=4BHBC4<F8C7C744G24?C8>=>544;B +74C0B:
>5A4BC>A8=6C740A40PB?8:4QB78=6F0BC0:4=>=1H
!8<-8=24=C F7> 3DA8=6C74H40AB  20D67C
<0=H?8:45A><C74DA4A>03B8=?0AC82D;0AC7>B4
>5 A40C >E4C>= 0=3 )0=F>AC7 C> A4BC>2: C74
Thurne system.
H $0A27  !8< 703 20?CDA43  ?8:4
8= 4G24BB >5 CF4=CH ?>D=3B C74 ;0A64BC 148=6 0
29.8 from Hoveton Great Broad in 1930.The thirtypounder that he so longed for was to elude his
455>ACB0;C7>D670QB7;>BC1H78<05C4AB;8??8=6C74
gaff was estimated at 35 pounds.
*>!8<-8=24=C383=>C20?CDA40A40;A>03;0=3
O<>=BC4AP 1DC?4A70?B748BC746A40C4BC>50;;C74
A>03;0=3?8:4AB=>C5>A78B20?CDA4B0;C7>D67C74H
were impressive enough - but for his contributions
to the pike angling of Broadland.
CF0B=>CD=C8;C74  B 0=3C7403E4=C>50
=4F0CC8CD34C>F0A3B0=6;8=6C70C?8:4QB78=61460=
to be taken seriously by a new breed of angler C74OB?428<4=7D=C4APB>C74B24=4F0BB4C0=38=
the early 1950s one man in particular burst upon
C740=6;8=6F>A;38=01;0I4>5?D1;828CHF8C70BCA8=6

of big pike captures.
His name was
4==8B 'H4 0=3 74
stamped his own
identity on pike
QB78=68=A>03;0=3
- an identity that is
still felt today.
Pye’s style of
QB78=6 5>A ?8:4 8B
well documented:
;0A64
;8E4108CB
R>0CQB743 >=
leadless
tackle
close to the
edges of the
vast
Norfolk
Jim Vincent
reedbeds.
“Deadbaits in amongst the thick weed will not
F>A:N 4==8B 'H4 >5C4= B083  DC 74 F0B C> 14
proved wrong.
8;; 8;4B 0=3 78B QB78=6 ?0AC=4A )46 *0=3HB
F4A42>=C4<?>A0A84B>54==8B'H41DCC748AQB78=6
styles differed dramatically. Their open- minded
0??A>027C>>C74A<4C7>3B8=?0AC82D;0AC74DB4>5
B403403108CB5A><C74  B>=F0A3B 2><18=43
F8C7 <D;C8A>3 B4CD?B F>D;3 B4C 0 =4F BCH;4 0=3
38A42C8>=5>A?8:4QB78=6>=C74A>03B0=35>A?8:4
QB78=68=64=4A0;
+74 QABC O74H30HP >5 A>03;0=3 3DA8=6 C74
 BB0FB><48<?A4BB8E4?8:41>0C43C74;0A64BC
being the 35-pounders caught by Reg Pownall and
Frank Wright and Peter Hancock’s 40-pounder.
Then in 1969 came Prymnesium and the demise
>5 QB78=6 >= C74+7DA=4 BHBC4< +74A4 70E4 144=
numerous outbreaks of the alga Prymnesium
parvum throughout the twentieth century and as
A424=C;H 0B
 1DC =>=4 F>ABC C70=   C 8B
when Prymnesium dies that toxins are released
into the water and oxygen is greatly reduced. When
QB720==>C4B20?4C74B4C>G820A40B38B0BCA>DBQB7
:8;;B>22DA 0=38CB44<BC70C?8:40A4?0AC82D;0A;H0C
A8B: >5C4= 3H8=6 145>A4 >C74A B?4284B 8= C74 B0<4
0A40B 5C4AC74*D<<4A>5  8CF>D;314C4=
H40AB 145>A4 C74 QABC ?>8=C4AB C> C74 A42>E4AH >5
C74+7DA=4PB680=C?8:4F>D;31468=C>0??40A 0=3
during those years very few pike in excess of thirty
pounds would be recorded from Broadland.
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>F4E4A A>03;0=3 8B =>C >=;H C74 +7DA=4
BHBC4<0=38CB34<8B42>8=28343F8C70A4<0A:01;4
A8B48=C745>ACD=4B>5>C74AA>03;0=3?8:4QB74A84B
8=?0AC82D;0AC74)8E4ADA40=38CBA>03B5>;;>F43
by the Waveney and the Yare; all popular to some
346A44 F78;BCC74+7DA=4F0B5>A6>CC4= =3C74H
0;;?A>3D243@D0;8CH?8:4QB78=60CB><4?>8=C 1DC
could not compete with the monster pike that the
Thurne system had produced in the past.
+74= 8=  20<4C74QABCB86=B>5A42>E4AH
8=8C80;;H5A><;8<8C430A40B>5C74+7DA=4BHBC4<0=3
they would be so dramatic as to almost overshadow
the pike captures that had occurred prior to 1969.
And with them would come once again a new
1A443 >5 QB74A<0=  C74OB?4280;8BC 0=6;4AP  7867;H
<>C8E0C43 0=3 34C4A<8=43 A4B>DA245D; 0=3 F4;;
4@D8??43 F8C7 BC0C4>5LC740AC C02:;4 1DC 01>E4
0;; >?4=<8=343 C> 0=H 0=3 4E4AH <4C7>3 C70C
might catch his intended quarry - the re-discovered
$',%))'"", ) "( %/& !'%#
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monster pike of Broadland.
=  C78B =4F O74H30HP >5 ?8:4 QB78=6 >=
Broadland was to culminate in the capture of a new
=6;8B7A42>A3?8:4 &= =341AD0AH %4E8;;4
Fickling staggered the angling community by landing
0?8:4>5 ;1B>IB5A><C74)8E4A+7DA=40=38=
D6DBC >5 C74 B0<4 H40A 4AA82:<84B 20?CDA43
C74B0<4QB70C ;1B >IB 
*>0=>C74A270?C4A8= A>03;0=3PB?8:4 QB78=6
78BC>AHF0BFA8CC4=C74  BB448=6B4E4A0;A4?40C
20?CDA4B>5C74A42>A3QB70=3>C74A=>C01;4186?8:4
captures in excess of 35 pounds. The 1990s would
=>C14B><4<>A01;47>F4E4A0=3C7A>D67>DCC70C
decade the Thurne system became a very hard nut
C>2A02:0B8CBC8;;8B
DA8=6C74;0BC54FB40B>=B>5C74 C724=CDAH
the River Yare reached its peak as a fantastic pike
QB74AH ?A>3D28=6 <0=H ?>D=34AB 102:43 D?
F8C7=D<4A>DB3>D1;4Q6DA4QB71DCD=5>ACD=0C4;H
C78B F0B =>C C> ;0BC +74 ?8:4 QB78=6 >= C74/0A4
simply got harder as the seasons progressed - the
?8:4 ?>?D;0C8>= B44<43 C> 70E4 3F8=3;43 0=3 
wonder if the intense angling pressure of that time
703B><4C78=6C>3>F8C7C78B7>F4E4AB><4>5C74
largest pike that survived did get bigger.
B C74 =4F 24=CDAH 30F=43 C74 )8E4A/0A4
1460= C> ?A>3D24  ?>D=34AB  ?8:4 >5 0 B8I4
unheard from the Yare in living memory. These
captures were topped by new river records; a
;1B>IB8=41AD0AH
5>A)>178;3B 0=3
0;1B>IB5>A>;8=*<8C78=$0A27
 +78B
;0CC4AQB7Q=0;;H?DCC74)8E4A/0A48=C>C74+7DA=4PB
2>E4C43?>D=34A;406D4 0=3F0B0=8<?>AC0=C
<8;4BC>=48=A>03;0=3?8:4QB78=6 QB7>5C78BB8I4
had not been heard of from the Yare since Halliday’s
AD<>DA43?>D=34A>5 B8=242>=QA<431H
C7438B2>E4AH>5C7420B43QB7 +78=6BF4A4;>>:8=6
very good for the River Yare.
And then came the Autumn of 2006. High tides
and salt surges pushed high up the river and wreaked
70E>2F8C7QB7BC>2:B  ==D<4A01;4QB7>50;;B?4284B
F4A4:8;;438=C741>0CH0A3B>=C74039>8=8=6A>03B
0=38=C74<08=A8E4A0=3<0=H?8:48=2;D38=6B><4
E4AH;0A64>=4B38430B0A4BD;C 
%>F 8= C74 BC 24=CDAH C74 A40;O<>=BC4ABP
from Broadland are few and far between. Thirtypounders have once again become a very rare
>22DAA4=24  +74 +7DA=4 BHBC4< C74 94F4; 8=
A>03;0=3PB 2A>F= 8B 0608= 8= 342;8=4 3D4 C>

+ "" !" $"$()' $& !%"( %/('%#) +'*'$ $'*'.

recurring Prymnesium outbreaks. Numbers of large
?8:48=4G24BB>5CF4=CH?>D=3B0A4=>F0C78=6>5
C74?0BC +F4=CH?>D=34AB0A4BC8;;?A4B4=C1DC<D27
rarer.The occasional very large pike does still appear
5A><C8<4C>C8<47>F4E4AC74B40A4?A>101;HC74
?A>3D2C>50342;8=8=60=3D=10;0=243QB74AH
!02:*?0;;PB;1B >I?8:45A>< F0B9DBC
such a capture. This pike was recaptured in 2008
1H !>A680 !02: 0=3 "0A; 83=4H 0=3 A42>A343 0C
 ;1B  >IB +74 =4GC H40A 8C F0B C> <0:4 8CB
Q=0;0??40A0=24 F74=20?CDA431H!>7=>1;40C
;1B>IBC>142><4A>03;0=3PBA42>A3?8:4
=3B>F8C7BD270A82778BC>AH8C8B8=C4A4BC8=6C>
speculate on what the future will hold for Broadland
piking. With the ever-increasing popularity of pike
angling and the pressure put upon the sport by
>DCB8348=RD4=24B 7>FF8;;C74=4GC64=4A0C8>=>5



pike anglers shape their sport and protect it from
old and new enemies? No doubt new problems
F8;;0A8B4BD270B6;>10;F0A<8=60=3C74A8B48=B40
levels that has been much discussed in recent years.
5 C78B 3>4B 70??4= C74 A4BD;CB 5>A A>03;0=3 F8;;
be disastrous. We can only hope that the measures
C70C F8;; 70E4 C> 14 C0:4= C> B0546D0A3 Q=0=280;
2>=B834A0C8>=B BD27 0B ?A>?4ACH 0=3 C>DA8B< F8;;
0;B> 14=4QC 0=6;8=6 5>A 0B 0;F0HB 0=6;8=6 F8;; 14
found well down on the list of priorities should any
such catastrophe ever occur.
We derive so much pleasure from our
27>B4= ?DABD8C 0=3 ;>=6 <0H C78B 2>=C8=D4 >=
the waters of Broadland for the generations of
?8:4 0=6;4AB C> 2><4   7>?4 C74H C>> 20=
QB7 F8C7 5A443>< 5>A 8CB F8;3 0=3 2A>2>38;4
headed monsters.
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'8:4QB78=6>=C74
Norfolk Broads    

by John Currie

Broadland, in line with most of Britain, witnesses
all levels of experience from visiting and local
,9270=> ?,=20?492 ;460&30 :90 ?3492 B0 3:;0
you all have in common is the care of your
49?09/0/ <@,==D ,9/ ?: ?34> 09/ B0 3:;0 D:@
have researched what you need to deal with this
1=,2470 I>3 A4>4? ?: ?30 #4609270=>H 7@- :1
Great Britain website would reveal a wealth of
information, and a few sessions spent with an
experienced pike angler would be even more
-090I.4,7)3,?,-:@??30:7/;,;0=?=,47=0,/,
book! It isn’t fair on you or the pike to target this
8,294I.09?I>3@970>>D:@,=0;=0;,=0/49?0=8>
:169:B70/20,9/0<@4;809?
A visit to most tackle shops will see you
leaving armed with a suitable pike rod and reel.
Please do not be tempted to use a rod that is not
34B86=435>AC749>10C14BCH>DF8;;1A40:8C0=3
at worst you will leave a hooked bait in a pike. As
0 2><?A><8B4 <>BC 20A? A>3B F8C7 0 <8=8<D<
C4BC2DAE4>5CF>0=3070;5?>D=3BF8;;BD5Q240C
a push. The reel should be loaded with a minimum
of 15-pound nylon or the equivalent diameter
braid- approx. 40 pounds BS. The end rig will be
a wire trace about 18 inches long with hooks to
BD8C?A454A01;H10A1;4BB +74B4CA024B20=14B7>?
1>D67C 1DC 8C F>=PC 14 ;>=6 C8;; H>D 0A4 <0:8=6
H>DA>F=05C4AH>D608=B><44G?4A84=24 >>:B
R>0CB 0=3 0;; >C74A BD=3A84B F8;; 0;; 14 5>D=3 0C
your local tackle shop. It would be advisable to use
0=D?CA024F78;BCR>0CQB78=6C78B8B0;4=6C7>5
F8A401>DC8=274B;>=64AC70=H>DA7>>:CA024
and helps to alleviate the danger of a pike’s teeth
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biting through your main-line if it comes into
contact with it.
*7>?1>D67C >A 7><4<034 C74 D?CA024
20=14030?C435>ADB40B0;DA4CA024 1420DB4 
30A4B0HH>DF8;;E4=CDA48=C>;DA4QB78=60CB><4
stage of your piking career. There are many lure
A>3B0E08;01;4 0=3C74H20=<0:4C744G?4A84=24
>5;DA4QB78=650A<>A445Q284=C0=34=9>H01;4C70=
trying to use an unwieldy bait-rod.
>?45D;;HF8C7H>DA<4=C>APB03E8240=3C74
C8?BH>D70E4?82:43D?8=H>DAA4B40A27 H>DF8;;
catch a pike. Fantastic - so you have had the heartBC>??8=6Q67C0=3C74?8:48BB054;H8=C70C 8=27
=4CF8C7Q=4<4B7H>D0A4B>6;03H>D1>D67C4E4=
C7>D67H>DC7>D67C8C;>>:43A0C74A;0A64.74=
H>DPA4 A403H H>D 20= ;85C 8C >=C> C74 D=7>>:8=6
mat. On your person or near the mat will be
H>DA 5>A24?B >A ?;84AB >A 4E4= 0 ?DA?>B4<034
unhooking tool. The mat will help prevent the pike
5A><30<068=68CB4;5>=D=B44=>1942CB ?4A70?B0
stone lying amongst the grass. Place the net over

C74F4CC43<0C
remove
the
pike from the
=4C 0=3 :=44;
astride it on the
mat. Be careful
that you don’t
put any weight
or
pressure
on the pike;
take great care
of what lies
Float Leger
before you - all
C74<0<<>C7?8:4C70CBF8<F4A4>=24C74B8I4
>5C74QB7C70C0F08CBH>DA0CC4=C8>= +78B45Q284=C
20<>DR0643 7D=C4A F8C7 BCA>=6 90FB 8<?A4BB8E4
teeth and powerful body hides a weakness - out of
its environment it is a fragile animal.
You should have been shown what comes
=4GC >A 0C ;40BC B44= -B B7>F8=6 C74 2>AA42C
way to remove hooks. It is dangerous to the pike
and yourself to presume you can safely unhook
it. Remember to have your bail-arm open or
Baitrunner on - it helps if the line is running freely
should you have to move around the bank. It also

helps not to be dragging your rod around. Using
0;; C74 8=5>A<0C8>= H>D 70E4 60C74A43 ?A>2443
2>=Q34=C;HC0:40QA<7>;3>5C74?8:4PB;>F4A90F
1H8=B4AC8=6H>DA70=3D=34AC7468;;2>E4A<0:8=6
E4AHBDA4C>0E>83C7468;;A0:4AB )D=H>DAQ=64A
D? C> C74 24=CA4 >5 C74O-P >5 C74 90F 9>8=C 0=3
64=C;H ?D;; C74 ;>F4A 90F >?4= H>D B7>D;3 14 8=
complete control and looking at an open mouth.
#>20C4 C74 7>>:B A4<>E4 C74< 0=3 ?;024 C74<
>DC>570A<PBF0H 50?7>C>6A0?78B=44343:44?
the pike over the net and low to the ground - a
kneeling position is by far the safest way to present
it to the camera - and be as quick as you can: you
need to get the pike back into the water.
Sometimes you may wish to weigh your
catch. Lots of pikers use a combined unhooking<0C2D<F4867B;8=6 F78;4 B><4 DB4 0 B4?0A0C4
F4867B;8=6 $0:4BDA4C74B;8=68BF4C C74= 0608=
:44?8=6 C74 QB7 ;>F C> C74 6A>D=3 F4867 H>DA
?A8I4 "44?8=6C74?8:48=C74B;8=6CA0=B?>AC8C102:
to the water. We don’t want to carry a struggling
QB78=>DA0A<BC74B;8=68BB054A&?4=C74B;8=6
and make sure the pike swims away; don’t panic
858C3>4B=PC30AC0F0H 9DBC:44?0=4H4>=8CC8;;8C
does. Perhaps it may roll onto its side; simply gently
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C0:4 7>;3 >5 8CB C08; A>>C 0=3 2>AA42C 8CB ?>B8C8>=
keeping a gentle hold until it swims away. As you
608= 4G?4A84=24 H>DA 70=3;8=6 B:8;;B F8;; 8<?A>E4
and you will be able to assess when it may be
easier to unhook a pike in the water and not use a
net in certain circumstances. Only experience will
4=01;4H>DC>64CC>C70CBC064 B>8C8B8<?>AC0=C
that you always have your net and mat at hand.
Local byelaws and common-sense dictate
that you should not be wandering away from
your rods .The consequences of leaving your rods
D=0CC4=3432>D;3140Q=4>AF>AB4BC8;;0344?;H
7>>:43?8:4 &=C74BD1942C>51H4;0FB 8C8B0;B>
F>AC7=>C8=6C70C8C8B8;;460;C>QB75A><0<>E8=6
1>0C D=;4BB ?A>?4;;43 1H >0AB  5 H>D 0A4 QB78=6
5A>< H>DA BC0C82 1>0C ?;40B4 A4<4<14A C> 70E4
your mat and net at hand.
The drawings accompanying this article show
some basic rigs that may help you put a pike in the
=4C $0:4BDA4H>DDB40F40:1><1;8=:?4A70?B
6 pounds BS. It is also advisable to make sure you
know the depth of your swim; it helps you set up
H>DAR>0C2>AA42C;H0=3F8;;4=01;48CC>A468BC4AC74
<>BCB4=B8C8E4>518C4B  C>=;HC0:4B054F<><4=CB
and can make the difference between a missed run
and a pike in the net.
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'4A70?B 85 H>D 70E4 A>3A4BCB F8C7 H>D
legering may be an alternative. Make sure you have
B><4 5>A< >5 18C4 8=3820C8>= C7>D67 0 3A>?>55
indicator or bite-alarm. It’s not advisable to leger
from a boat until you are experienced and properly
4@D8??43 +74 B0<4 AD;4 0??;84B C> 1>C7 R>0C
QB78=60=3;464A8=6 3>=PC74B8C0C4BCA8:40C>=24 
Those hunting this super-fast predator would do
well to remember its fondness for scavenging an
easy meal in the form of a dead-bait presented on
C741>CC>< +0:420A4>5C74?8:40=3?>BB81;HH>D
or someone else will have the pleasure of catching
8C0608=?4A70?B0C0740E84AF4867C

What the hell is
that boat doing?    

by Philip Ollier

Anglers and navigators share an interest in
enjoying the Broads, but from time to time,
enjoyment of their activities brings them into
.:9J4.?!%,9/%3,A0,.:88:949?0=0>?
49 =0/@.492 ;:?09?4,7 .:9J4.?> -D 09>@=492 ?3,?
we have a mutual understanding of each other’s
point of view, and by helping both groups to
;@=>@0?304=,.?4A4?40>49,>;4=4?:1.::;0=,?4:9
This article attempts to explain to anglers some
:1?30=0,>:9>B3D-:,?>/:?30?3492>?30D/:
There is a wide range of types of boat in
use on the Broads (from canoes and windsurfers
C> F74AA84B 0=3 2><<4A280; ?0BB4=64A 1>0CB
and a wide range of experience and competence
displayed by those at the helm (from absolute
1468==4AC>?A>54BB8>=0;B:8??4AB>64=4A0;8B0C8>=B
0A430=64A>DB1DC8CPBF>AC7CAH8=6C>4G?;08=B><4
of the behaviours the angler might observe in the
species ‘navigator’.
>0CB70=3;438554A4=C;H 0=3C74A40A4;8<8CB
to the options available to helms in particular
28A2D<BC0=24B 4=4A0;;H?>F4A432A05C70E4<>A4
>?C8>=B C70= B08;8=6 2A05C 0=3 1>0CB 4=60643 8=
C>F8=6>C74A2A05C48C74ABCA0??430;>=6B834>A>=
0;8=40BC4A= 70E454F4A>?C8>=B5>A<0=>4DEA8=6
or altering speed than unencumbered ones.

Powered craft can be expected to travel
0;>=6C74270==4; ?0A0;;4;C>C7410=:0=3>=C74
right-hand side of the centre-line. When going
against the current (remember Broads rivers
0A4 C830; 0=3 C74 2DAA4=C 20= R>F 1>C7 F0HB 8C
8B 2><<>= 5>A C74< C> BC0H 2;>B4A C> C74 10=:
because the current will probably be weaker there
and they can make more economical progress.
They can also be expected to stay on the deepF0C4A B834 >5 270==4; <0A:4A ?>BCB  >=R82C 20=
arise between anglers and powered craft when the
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boat’s helm fails to see the angler or their gear and
fails to pull away from the bank. Anglers can help
to avoid this situation by making themselves visible
>= C74 10=:  )4<4<14A C74 74;< 8B ?A>101;H
looking around at the wildlife and scenery as well
as scanning the water in front of the boat. The light
2>=38C8>=B20=<0:4QB78=6640A70A3C>B44 0=3
there will be times when the helm cannot pull away
from the bank.
Sailing boats are more likely to give anglers
?A>1;4<B 0B C74H 34?4=3 >= C74 F8=3 5>A C748A
motive power. They cannot sail towards the wind
LC>14<>A44G02C C7414BCC74H20=<0=0648B
around 45 degrees from the wind direction on
either side. If they want to head to windward they
70E4 C> 5>;;>F 0 I86I06 2>DAB4 6A03D0;;H 64CC8=6
closer to where they want to go. This is called
‘tacking’. Remember also that the wind is not a
constant factor; it varies direction frequently. This
is exacerbated by local factors such as trees and
houses - which form eddies - and dykes and stands
of trees - which funnel the wind. So the helm is
trying all the time to make best use of the wind
and the width of the waterway to take the boat in
the right direction. Where do sailing-boat problems
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2><4 5A>< *08;8=6 1>0CB F8;; B=40: D? >= H>D
148=6B8;4=C0=3F8;;68E4H>D;8CC;4C8<4C>;85CH>DA
gear.They will not see you.The helm will be looking
at the burgee at the top of the mast to second6D4BB C74 F8=3 38A42C8>= 0=3 0C C74 5A>=C >5 C74
B08;BC>B?>CRDCC4A8=60=3C>B44F74C74AC741>0C
8B?>8=C438=C7414BC38A42C8>=A4;0C8E4C>C74F8=3
and also at the boat which is on a collision course
>= C74 >??>B8C4 C02: F78;4 F>=34A8=6 F7> 70B
right of way and who should give way.The last thing
they will be looking for is an angler tucked into
B74;C4A1478=301DB7F8C7QB78=6640A14;>FC74
;8=4 >5 C74 10=: E8ACD0;;H 8=E8B81;4 0=3 BCA40<8=6
C>F0A3B C74< F8C7 C74 2DAA4=C  &5 2>DAB4 0;;
these factors come into play in spades when the
boat is racing and there is the whiff of competition
in the air.
Sailing boats also seem to have an unnatural
attraction for the side of the river. It looks as
85 C74H F8;; 5>;;>F 0 I86I06 2>DAB4 A40278=6 C74
10=: 0=3 CDA=8=6 0F0H DC => 5>A B><4 BCA0=64
A40B>=C74HF8;;C74=R0CC4=>DC0=3BC82:C>C74
bank way beyond the point that you would have
expected them to tack off.This is due to two things:
C74HF8;;Q=38C40B84AC><0:4?A>6A4BB0;>=6C74

10=: F74= C74 2DAA4=C 8B 0608=BC C74< 0=3 C74H
will often get a ‘lift’ in wind direction off the bank
0=3 Q=3 C70C C74H 20= 2>=C8=D4 C> B08; 0;>=6 C74
bank for a short distance without needing to tack
0F0H)4<4<14A A>03BDC7>A8CHH4;0F 
B0HBM=H?4AB>=QB78=65A><01>0C>AC7410=:
shall show reasonable consideration to any other
person using the navigation area and shall ensure
that his rod or line does not obstruct the passage
of a vessel along a channel”.
$>>A8=68B0=>C74AB8CD0C8>=F74A42>=R82C
occurs. Boats want to moor alongside the bank
5>A0F7>;4=D<14A>5A40B>=B ;D=27 0B7>??8=6
CA8?0=>E4A=867CBC>?C40C>3A>?C748A<0BC?A8>A
C> ?0BB8=6 D=34A 0 1A8364 >A C> A08B4 8C 0608= >=
the other side. In general they are allowed to do
B> 0=3 8= ?0AC82D;0A C74H 70E4 0 A867C C> 3> B>
at Broads Authority 24-hour moorings. Fishing is
0;;>F430C<0=H 7>DA<>>A8=6B 1DCF74=
8C8BC74B86=BC4;;0=6;4ABC74H<DBC<0:4A>><5>A
boats wishing to moor. Problems will arise when
either party has failed to see the other one in time
to take action. Anglers may not realise that a sailing
craft has only one chance to lose power from the
sails and coast into the bank to pick up the mooring.
$8B9D364<4=CF8;;<40=508;8=6C>A4027C7410=:
>AF>AB4 2A0B78=68=C>8CF8C7;8<8C432>=CA>;0=3
possible damage.
Racing takes place at many places on the
A>03B  =4E8C01;H F74= C70C 70??4=B 74;<BP
attention will be focused on sailing their boats as
50BC 0=3 45Q284=C;H 0B ?>BB81;4 F78;4 0E>838=6 C74
>C74A 2A05C >= C74 A8E4A F74C74A >A =>C 8=E>;E43
8= C74 A024 +74H F8;; Q=3 8C 4E4= 70A34A C> B?>C
C74F4;;20<>DR06430=6;4A)4<4<14A0;B>C70C
there will be a lot of activity in the vicinity of the
BC0AC0=3Q=8B7;8=4B0=3C741D>HBF7827B4AE40B
marks of the course and which boats must turn
A>D=3  =C74B4?;024B1>0CB70E4E4AH54F>?C8>=B
>=C74<0=>4DEA4BC74H20=?4A5>A< ?0AC82D;0A;H
when there are other boats nearby. These are not
B4=B81;4B?>CBC>B4CH>DAB4;5D?C>QB7>=30HBF74=
racing is scheduled. Dates of regattas and other
4E4=CB20=145>D=38=C74A44=>>:?D1;8B743
each year by the NSBA. This book is available
from many chandleries on the Broads and direct
5A><C74%* 2>E4A?A824J  C2>=C08=B<D27
DB45D;8=5>A<0C8>=8=2;D38=6B;8?F0HB0=3;0D=278=6
facilities. Much of its content is also available on the

NSBA website www.thegreenbook.org.uk .
With a little give and take and good manners
>=1>C7B834B 0=6;8=60=31>0C8=620=2>4G8BCC>
C748A<DCD0;14=4QC>=C74A>03B $0=H?4>?;4
4=9>H >=4 >A 1>C7 02C8E8C84B  #>=6 <0H C74H
continue to do so.

Philip Ollier

><<8CC44$4<14A%*

Do’s and Don’ts
Do
K Make yourself visible to boat helms
approaching along the channel
K Move your gear out of the way when
it obstructs a boat’s passage
K Acknowledge a helm’s attempts to
keep out of your way
Don’t
K Obstruct a boat’s passage along
the channel
K Throw objects at passing boats
K Shout abuse
K Set yourself up in a spot that is likely
?:.=0,?0.:9J4.?B4?3:?30=@>0=>
of the Broads
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TheTrinity Broads  
Hannah Gray

Situated north-west of Caister-upon-Sea lie
Ormesby, Rollesby, Lily, Ormesby Little and Filby
=:,/> .:770.?4A07D 69:B ,> ?30&=494?D =:,/>
They are a series of interconnected shallow lakes
isolated from the main river system and virtually
@9/4>?@=-0/
B C74 <08= ;0=3>F=4A BB4G  *D55>;:
Water’s primary aim is to maintain the role of the
Trinity Broads as a drinking water supply for Great
Yarmouth and surrounding villages. They also have
a responsibility to protect and improve the nature
conservation value of the area.The water resources
of the Trinity Broads are important to the wider
2><<D=8CH 5>A A42A40C8>= F8;3;854 2>=B4AE0C8>=
and agricultural irrigation.
+74+A8=8CHA>03B?A>942CF0BB4CD?8= 
to manage the conservation work and recreation
in the area. It is managed through a partnership
F8C7BB4G*D55>;:.0C4A C74A>03BDC7>A8CH
the Environment Agency and Natural England.
The overall aim of this partnership is to
A4BC>A4 C74 +A8=8CH A>03B C> 14=4QC =0CDA4
2>=B4AE0C8>= ?D1;82 F0C4A BD??;H 0=3 A42A40C8>= 
Five-year management plans have been drawn up
in consultation with the local communities and
other Trinity Broads users.
WHAT MAKES THE TRINITY BROADS SO SPECIAL?
The Trinity Broads are isolated from the River Bure
1H 0 B;D824 2>=BCAD2C43 8= C74 <83 C7 24=CDAH
0=3;>20C438=C74$D2:R44C3A08=064270==4; +78B
has protected the Trinity Broads from the effects
of saline intrusion and increased nutrients from
the River Bure; therefore the water quality remains
relatively good compared with some other Broads.
As there are no motor cruisers and limited petrol
>DC1>0A3B C74 +A8=8CH A>03B 70E4 A4<08=43 0
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?40245D;?A4B4AE430=3CA0=@D8;?;024
The Trinity Broads are particularly important
for wildlife because of the good water quality and
low levels of disturbance. This was recognised
1H C748A 34B86=0C8>= 0B 0 *8C4 >5 *?4280; *284=C8Q2
=C4A4BC*** 8= 0=3C748ABC0CDB0B0*?4280;
A40>5>=B4AE0C8>=*D=34AC74DA>?40=
Habitats Directive.
= 2><<>= F8C7 >C74A A>03B C74+A8=8CH
A>03B70E4144=BD1942CC>2>=C8=D>DB7D<0=DB4
5>A<0=H7D=3A43B>5H40ABF7827<08=C08=430A40B
of open water and reed swamp. This management
was neglected in the second half of the last century.
>ACD=0C4;H F>A: 70B 144= D=34AF0H B8=24 C74
?A>942C1460=C><0=064C74B47018C0CBC>4=BDA4
the wildlife living in them is conserved.
The open water supports an array of different
0@D0C82?;0=CB8=2;D38=6=>C01;4B?4284BBD270BR0C
stalked pondweed and some stoneworts. Extensive
5A8=64B >5 2><<>= A443 A443<024 0=3 1D;;ADB7
surround the margins of the open water. The
landscape of alder and oak woodland behind these
reedbeds provides a screen from arable land and
settlements beyond and creates a sense of isolation
that adds to the ‘wilderness’ feeling of these Broads.
The diversity of woodland and reedswamp
creates a variety of habitats for foraging and
=4BC8=618A3B8=2;D38=618CC4A=<0AB770AA84AB4364
F0A1;4A :8=6QB74A 0=3 4CC8PB F0A1;4A+74 >?4=
water supports nationally important numbers of
F8=C4A8=6 F8;35>F; 8=2;D38=6 ?>270A3 CD5C43 3D2:
shoveller and goldeneye.
WHAT ACTIVITIES ARE PERMITTED ON THE
TRINITY BROADS?
Traditionally the Trinity Broads support a low level
>502C8E8CH>0C8=6 B08;8=60=30=6;8=60A4A46D;0C43

in order to maintain current and appropriate levels
of use.
Access rights exist for a limited number of
1>0C>F=4ABF7>B4?A>?4AC84B;84039024=CC>C74
A>03B +74;>20;?0A8B74B>5&A<4B1H*C$0A60A4C
&A<4B1H*C$82704;;4661DA670=38;1H0;B>70E4
local parish staithes (from the Norse for landing
BC064 +74A40A42DAA4=C;HC7A44B<0;;B20;4>DC;4CB
that hire rowing boats to the public for angling and
pleasure rowing. This is the only public access onto
open water.
Angling is mainly carried out from rowing
boats and broadshore angling is only permitted
5A><QB78=6?;0C5>A<B0C)>;;4B1HA8364 0=3
8;1HA8364  >C7>5C74B4;>20C8>=B70E4
20A?0A:B0=3QB78=6?;0C5>A<BC70C0A40224BB81;4
to wheelchair users. Between 15th March and 15th
June the Environment Agency’s Closed Season
is enforced and at all times when angling please
remember your rod licence (available online from
C74=E8A>=<4=C64=2H
THE BIOMANIPULATION PROJECT AT ORMESBY BROAD
Ormesby Broad is currently being restored to clearer
water conditions through the biomanipulation of
QB7 +78B8B0C427=8@D434B86=43C>A43D24?A430C8>=
>5F0C4AR40B1H1A40<0=3A>0275AH;40AF0C4A
is essential for the establishment of aquatic plants
F782774;?>GH64=0C4C74F0C4A0=3F0C4AR40B
play a vital role in maintaining clear water as they
consume algae. If fry consume too many water
R40B C74 0;604 1;>><B 0=3 C78B A4BD;CB 8= 2;>D3H
water. Aquatic plants are an important feature of
C74A>03B0=3?A>E8347018C0C5>AQB70=38=B42CB 
+74 18><0=8?D;0C8>= >5 QB7 1460= 8= 
0=30CQABCF0BE4AHD=?>?D;0AF8C7C74;>20;0=6;8=6
2><<D=8CH =  C74+A8=8CH A>03B 'A>942C B4C
River Thurne

Heigham
Sound

A1062

Ormesby
Broad

B1152

Rollesby
Broad

River
Bure
A1064

A149

Filby
Broad

Acle
River Bure

up a Fisheries Conservation Group and through
this forum local anglers are informed and consulted
on the biomanipulation work.
WHY NOT CHECK OUT THE TRINITY BROADS
FOR YOURSELF?

8;1H A8364 20A ?0A:   8B 0 6>>3 ?;024 C>
start. From the car park a boardwalk goes through
the woodland to a bird hide overlooking Ormesby
Little Broad. You can also walk to the new Filby
Broadshore Walkway from the car park and across
C74 <08= A>03 F74A4 C74 QB78=6 ?;0C5>A<B 0A4
;>20C43 +74 )>;;4B1H A8364 20A ?0A:   70B
C>8;4CB0=3QB78=6?;0C5>A<B ;C4A=0C8E4;H F7H=>C
70E4 B><4 5>>3 F78;BC 4=9>H8=6 A>03B E84FB 0C
8;1H A8364 A4BC0DA0=C   >A C74 4;B >>C
==B86=43>55C74 0C&A<4B1H*C$82704; 
At both of these eateries you can hire out rowing
boats but remember if you row out to conserve
4=4A6H5>AC74A>F102:
B +A8=8CH A>03B 0C27<4=C &5Q24A <H
role involves day-to-day management of the area:
?0CA>;;8=6 7018C0C <0=064<4=C F8;3;854 BDAE4H8=6
public events and liaising with landowners in the
catchment area. I am the point of contact for the
local community on issues relating to the Trinity
A>03B'A>942C0=364=4A0;A>03BDC7>A8CH8BBD4B 
There is also a network of volunteer wardens
who assist with certain areas of work. If you would
like more information on the Trinity Broads
please contact:

Hannah Gray

+A8=8CHA>03B&5Q24A
A>03BDC7>A8CH/0A4>DB4
 +7>A?4)>03%>AF827
Norfolk NR1 1RY.

Fishing boat hire:
FILBY BRIDGE RESTAURANT

Mr R. Barnes
$08=)>038;1H%) 
&07 01493 368142
BBBI7-D-=4/20=0>?,@=,9?.:8

ORMESBY BROAD
Norwich and District Pike A.C. General
secretary and boat bookings
Phill Cotton: 01508 578701
THE WATERSIDE
+74.0C4AB834$08=)>03)>;;4B1HA40C
Yarmouth NR29 5EF &07 01493 740531
BBB?30B,?0=>4/0=:770>-D.:@6
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Angling and wintering
waterfowl in the
upperThurne    
by Julia Masson

The Broads waterways are recognised for their
recreation opportunities whether for angling,
>,47492 -:,?492 := B47/7410 B,?.3492 &30>0
activities are integral to the status of the Broads
,>,9,?4:9,7;,=6
The angling interest is most famously
A4?A4B4=C431H7D64?8:4 8=2;D38=6B><4C>>E4A
 ;1 >F4E4A1D<?4A20C274B>51A40<B?428<4=
rudd and large tench have also added to the area’s
reputation as an angler’s paradise.
>F4E4A C74 8<?>AC0=24 >5 C74 0A40 5>A
conservation is highlighted by the autumn arrival
of thousands of waterfowl to the Upper Thurne
F4C;0=3BF7827<86A0C474A4C>54430=3A>>BC5>A
C74F8=C4AB44'>8=C  +74B4F0C4AB0=3F4C;0=3B
?A>E834 8340; F8=C4A @D0AC4AB 5>A C74 18A3B F8C7
A4435A8=643;0:4B ;0A64>?4=F0C4A1>384B @D84C
bays for roosting and plenty of food. The numbers
of migrating waterfowl are recognised in the
national and international designations applied to
C74 D??4A+7DA=4 B44 '>8=C  +74A45>A4 C74A4
is a considerable challenge in managing these
8=C4A4BCBC>C7414=4QC>50;;
Many of these wintering waterfowl are highly
wary of humans; it is a natural survival instinct for
C74<C>C0:4R867CF74=C74H544;8=30=64A*><4
B?4284BBD270BC40;0A47867;HR867CHF78;BC>C74AB
such as tufted duck can tolerate some degree of
human disturbance. Disturbance can lead to lack
of condition for the birds as they have less time for
54438=68=C748A?A454AA430A40B0=34G?4=34=4A6H
RH8=6 0F0H+78B 2>D;3 4E4=CD0;;H 94>?0A38B4 C748A
breeding success and further additions of young
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birds into the population.
There is a need to balance people’s recreation
4=9>H<4=C >5 C74 D??4A+7DA=4 F0C4A F8C7 C74
requirements of the wintering waterfowl. A series
of refuges or no-disturbance areas have been in
place on the open waters of the upper Thurne for
0=D<14A>5H40AB C>AB4H$4A40=6;8=61H1>0C
is restricted by permit only from 1st November to
28th February inclusive. Applications for permits
must be made by post to the Horsey Estate and
>1C08=438=03E0=24>5QB78=6 C$0AC70<F74A4
C74A48B=>?D1;82QB78=6A867C C74A45D642>=24?C
is managed using angling permits. These operate
on the North Broad from October to March
8=2;DB8E4 0;;>F8=60224BBC7A4430HB0F44:5>A0
<0G8<D<>5CF>1>0CB +74A48B=>QB78=6>=C74
*>DC7A>03 F7827 ?A>E834B0H40AA>D=3 A45D64
for waterfowl.
Hickling Broad has three voluntary refuges
8= ';40BDA4 B;0=3 0H 0C 48670< >A=4A 0=3
Ling’s Mill Bay and one in Duck Broad in Heigham
Sound. Anglers and other users are being asked
to make a voluntary commitment to stay outside
these refuges from November to March inclusive
to provide a quiet area for waterfowl. To assist
with this approach a Code of Practice has been
?A>3D243 F8C7 ;>20; 0=6;4AB B44 '>8=C  C>
?A>E834 03E824 C> 0=6;4AB 4=9>H8=6 F8=C4A QB78=6
on Hickling Broad.

+74A45D64B0C82:;8=6>AB4H0=3$0AC70<
have been closely monitored for bird numbers and
their response to any waterborne disturbance
recorded to give a better idea of how the birds
respond to disturbance and how the refuge system
can be improved.
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
The upper Thurne waters will continue to be critical
to the wellbeing of the waterfowl that migrate
here to winter and feed before returning to their
BD<<4A1A4438=66A>D=3B @D0;;HC74B4F0C4AF0HB
F8;; 2>=C8=D4 C> ?A>E834 0=6;8=6 >??>ACD=8C84B
F7827 ?4>?;4 2><4 C> C74 A>03B C> 4=9>H.4
<DBC 2>=C8=D4 C> F>A: C>64C74A C> Q=3 2A40C8E4
ways of accommodating both interests.
The Broads would be a poorer place without
the spectacle of thousands of birds arriving here for
-8B8CBBB?3@=90I>30=40>.:@6 for more
information and details of the application process
5>A>AB4H$4A4?4A<8CB >A02>?H>5C74;40R4C
‘Reducing disturbance to winter waterfowl’ please
send an A5 SAE to: Winter Waterfowl, Broads
Authority,Yare House, 62-64 Thorpe Road,
!:=B4.3!:=1:76!$  $+

C74F8=C4A >AF8C7>DC?;024BF74A4F420=4=9>H
C74B4=0CDA0;A4B>DA24B F74C74A0=6;8=6 B08;8=6>A
wildlife watching.

Julia Masson

>A<4A;H>=B4AE0C8>=$0=064A
Broads Authority

Useful Information
1: Arrival of wintering waterfowl

<>=6BCF8=C4A8=6F0C4A5>F;0A4F864>=C40;B7>E4;4A
603F0;;CD5C433D2:?>270A30=36>;34=4H4F78270AA8E4
5A><=>AC74A;HBD<<4A1A4438=66A>D=3B<08=;H8= 24;0=3
northern Scandinavia and northern central Russia into
Siberia. The numbers of ducks overwintering in the Upper
+7DA=40A4B86=8Q20=C8=8=C4A=0C8>=0;C4A<BL 
18A3B
20=14A46D;0A;H?A4B4=C>=82:;8=6A>030=3>E4A

18A3B<08=;HF864>=0=3C40;>=>AB4H$4A4

2: Upper Thurne National and
International designations

The whole of the upper Thurne carries all four designations:
*8C4>5*?4280;*284=C8Q2 =C4A4BC*** 8B0%0C8>=0;
designation protecting nationally important habitats and
species. Natural England has responsibility for identifying
and protecting SSSIs in England under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended by the Countryside and
)867CB>5.0H2C

*?4280;'A>C42C8>=A40B0A4?A>C42C43B8C4B2;0BB8Q43
in accordance with the EU Wild Birds Directive (April
 +74B8C4B0A42;0BB8Q435>AC748AA0A40=3ED;=4A01;4
18A3B0=35>AA46D;0A;H>22DAA8=6<86A0C>AHB?4284B
Special Conservation Areas are protected sites
34B86=0C43D=34AC74,018C0CB8A42C8E4$0H  
and includes both habitats and species most in need of
conservation at a European Level.
Ramsar sites are wetlands of international
8<?>AC0=2434B86=0C43D=34A>=E4=C8>=>=.4C;0=3B>5
=C4A=0C8>=0; <?>AC0=24B86=438=)0<B0A A0=8= 
Many sites are selected with an emphasis on their
importance for waterbirds.

3: Code of Practice for the Hickling Broad refuges

1. Avoid refuge areas if at all possible.
50A45D64=443BC>144=C4A43=0E860C4A45D640A40BF8C7
20A4CAH8=6C>0E>8338BCDA18=60=HF8=C4A8=618A3B
 50A45D640A40=443BC>144=C4A43DB4>=;H4;42CA82
outboards or oars within these areas. Do not use petrol
>DC1>0A3BF8C78=C74A45D640A40B4G24?C8=4<4A64=284B
 >@D84C;H14B44=1DC=>C740A3
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3 * +')&#$7*+)&1 %8(/ "#3&$*+&$ %%+
*' * %%); " %1 %+)#0*) 0)%"*)%*/*',#
+&)&* &%;

    !   $     helmsii)
*) ',&%:  %(/,%+))*+) #;$##)&/%*3#0*

))%#&%+*+$ %&''&* +' )*; +&1)*1 +*$##'+#*;
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What’s DownThere?
Environment Agency
Fishery Survey  

 "!$" "ranunculoides)
*) ',&%:   *(/,'#%+*)+) *," %3*'#0*

1 %)&,%&)$)%+; +**3*+$*%%81 +
)&&+*;
)+&#&&":  $)%+&)&,%&%+*/)&*,##&)*#&1#3
$&0 %)*1+);
3 * +')&#$7 +'")&1+)+&DC$')38&,%
'%%31&)+%)' #3&$ %+1+)&36

$   villosus)
*) ',&%:  '+&EC$$ %#%+8&3/)#%*$ ?+)%*')%+8

$30*+) ''.)%;1&&%*'')&!,&%*&% +*+ #)"3
 *,%/ * %+/)*;
)+&#&&":   "*+&# 01 + %&#&% *&4)$/**#*8&%1&&8
&%)+8)0#%)&';.)++&$%$*+)/+/)*;
3 * +')&#$70&) &/*')+&)8 +" ##*)%&%,0
*' *8 %#/ %3&/%*8$33% *3#)0;*+'&+%,#
+&*) &/*#3#+)&*3*+$* + %0*;

#*+##/* 3&/%%3&+* %0* 0# %*' *;&/%)'&)++$0 +%1''8&)&%# %
0 111;%&)&#" & 0)* +3;&)>%&%%,0*' *
&)**&/#&%+ % %&)$,&%&/+:What3&/*1@'&+&*))+#'A9When3&/*1 +9
)3&/*1 +@) ))% '&** #A9%&3&/);
&)$&) %&)$,&%&/++ ''8&)%&%?%,0 %0* 0*' * % &)&#"'#*&%++
$ #;*/.&%?)&B%&)&#";&0;/"8&)+ %+&/3'&%01603  228977

For the angler, one of the most exciting aspects
:1 I>3492 , 7,=20 =4A0= := =:,/ 4> 90A0= <@4?0
knowing what’s down there! But when it comes
?:8,9,2492I>30=40>?34>.,9,7>:-0:90:1?30
8:>? /41I.@7? ,>;0.?> 4>30=40> >;0.4,74>?>9/D
Hindes and Steve Lane from the Environment
Agency tell us why we need to know, some of the
B,D>B0.,9I9/:@?,9/>:80:1?30B,D>B0
can use the information to help improve angling
,9/I>30=40>
WHY DO WE NEED TO KNOW?
+74?A4B4=24>50740;C7H C7A8E8=6QB7?>?D;0C8>=
is vital for angling in the Broads. Fish also play an
important role in the ecology of the Broadland
waterways. So an understanding of the current state
>5C74QB7BC>2:B20==>C>=;H74;?DBC>4=BDA4
6>>3 QB78=6 1DC 0;B> C> <08=C08= 0=3 8<?A>E4
the health of the water and its wildlife. Fisheries
surveys may also enable us to detect changes in
QB7 ?>?D;0C8>=B F7827 <0H 05542C C74 @D0;8CH >5
0=6;8=6=>F0=38=C>C745DCDA40=34=01;40=6;8=6
0224BB?A>942CBC>14?;0==43F74A4C74H20=14
<>BC14=4Q280; %>FH>D20=B447>F8<?>AC0=C
knowing what’s down there is when it comes to
<0=068=6C74%>A5>;:A>03B0=38CBQB74A84B

HOW DO WE FIND OUT?
Fisheries surveys on the Broads are typically carried
>DC8=;0C4BD<<4A5A><!D;HC>*4?C4<14A.40A4
also conducting surveys at other times of the year
C> 0BB4BB F7827 7018C0CB QB7 ?A454A 5>A 4G0<?;4
to identify spawning areas in the spring and winter
habitats that may need future protection from the
effects of saltwater incursions. A number of different
<4C7>3B 0A4 DB43 C> B0<?;4 QB7 ?>?D;0C8>=B >=
the Broads:
Seine netting8BDB43C>B0<?;4QB78=>?4=
water. This technique involves setting a 100m seine
net with a ‘cod end’ into the water in a horseshoe
B70?4 &=24B4CC74=4C8BB;>F;H3A0F=8=0=3C74
QB7F8C78=8C0A420?CDA430=3A42>A343 
70.?=4.I>3492 is used to sample the edges or
margins of the Broads and enables us to effectively
20C27 QB7 8= 0<>=6BC A443B 1A0=274B 0=3 >C74A
vegetation. The equipment is set up in a small
1>0C ?>F4A43 1H 0 64=4A0C>A *?4280;;H CA08=43
QB74A84B>5Q24AB8<<4AB470=374;34;42CA>34B8=
C74F0C4A 0=3QB70A43A0F=1HC744;42CA82Q4;3
C>F0A3BC741>0CF74A4C74H20=14B054;H=4CC43
and recorded.
*48=4=4CC8=60=34;42CA82QB78=6BDAE4HB20=
help to provide the following information about
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C74QB7?>?D;0C8>=
s <40=18><0BB>5QB78=C74A8E4A>AA>03<40=
F4867C>5QB7?4AB@D0A4<4CA4>5F0C4A
s <40=34=B8CH>5QB78=C74A8E4A>AA>037>F
<0=H8=38E83D0;QB7C74A40A4?4AB@D0A4<4CA4
>5F0C4A
'7HB820;;H 20C278=6 B0<?;4B >5 QB7 8B 0;B>
important because it enables us to obtain key
8=5>A<0C8>= 01>DC C74 QB7 B?4284B 2><?>B8C8>=
740;C7 0=3 ?4A5>A<0=24 >5 QB7 BC>2:B  4=4A0;;H
C74<>A4QB7C70C0A4B0<?;43C74<>A4022DA0C4
C74 8=5>A<0C8>= F8;; 142><4  >A 4G0<?;4 F4
20= BCD3H C74 064 0=3 6A>FC7 A0C4 >5 0 QB7 1H
measuring its length and carefully removing a scale
B0<?;4 +74 B20;4B 2>=C08= A8=6B >A 0==D;8 B8<8;0A
to the rings on a tree. By carefully counting the
number of these annuli we can tell how old the
QB78B H<40BDA8=6C7438BC0=2414CF44=C74A8=6B
F420=0;B>4BC8<0C4C74;4=6C7>5C74QB7F74=
it was younger. The gaps between the annuli can
C4;;DB7>F50BCC74QB770B6A>F=C7A>D67>DC8CB
;854 7867;867C8=6?0AC82D;0A;H6>>3>A103H40AB5>A
particular species. Fisheries specialists can also look
>DC 5>A 4E834=24 >5 ?>>A 740;C7 38B40B4 >A =>=
native species.
Hydroacoustic surveys were introduced
8=
 C> B0<?;4 QB7 34=B8C84B 8= ;0A64 ;4=6C7B
of Broadland rivers without needing to catch any
QB7  $>D=C43 >= 0 B?4280;;H 34B86=43 1>0C C74
equipment emits sound waves at pre-determined
frequencies into the river. These sound waves
1>D=24 >55 C74 BF8<1;0334AB >5 QB7 0=3 0A4
A4R42C43102:C>C74BDAE4H1>0CF74A4C74H20=
be analysed. The river is surveyed up-stream and
down-stream over two nights to ensure a good
representation of river habitats is obtained. This
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technique enables stretches up to 40km to be
BDAE4H43 8= >=4 4E4=8=6 ?A>E838=6 8=5>A<0C8>=
>= QB7 34=B8CH 0=3 38BCA81DC8>= C7A>D67>DC C74
river that would not be possible with conventional
techniques.
Hydroacoustic data are being used directly
C> 74;? ?A>6A4BB <0=H >5 C74 >1942C8E4B >5 C74
Broads Angling Strategy. A key example is where
QB734=B8CH38BCA81DC8>=<0??8=68B148=6>E4A;083
onto maps of bank-angling access across the
Broads using GIS. This technique is enabling us
to prioritise new bank-angling opportunities and
improvements and maintain important existing
B8C4B  = 0338C8>= F4 20= DB4 C74 8=5>A<0C8>= C>
better inform the strategies of other Broads
interests that may otherwise impact on the angling
A4B>DA24 5>A4G0<?;4 C74?A>E8B8>=>5=4F1>0C
<>>A8=6B8C4B H2><18=8=6BCA0C4684B8=C78BF0H8C
8B>5C4=?>BB81;4C>834=C85H8<?A>E4<4=C?A>942CB
C70C 2>D;3 34;8E4A 14=4QCB 5>A 0 A0=64 >5 A>03B
users and would consequently be more likely to
0CCA02C5D=38=65A><38554A4=CB>DA24B=>C9DBC5A><
rod-licence money.
BROADS FISH POPULATIONS
A>03BQB72><<D=8C84BC4=3C>143><8=0C431H
roach (*) "*('*) "*(0=32><<>=1A40< '# (
'# +74?A8=28?0;?A430C>A>5QB78B?8:4(%-
"* *(  '4A27 ' 1*+ ) "*( 8B 0;B> 0 B86=8Q20=C
?A430C>A>5B<0;;4AQB7
GENERAL SUMMARY OF BROADS FISH STOCKS
8B7BC>2:B0??40AC>1450E>DA01;4 F8C77867QB7
densities being recorded in hydroacoutic surveys
8= A424=C H40AB +78B A4R42CB 4G24;;4=C ?;40BDA4
0=3 <0C27QB78=6 A4CDA=B >E4A C74 B0<4 ?4A8>3 
'A8=28?0; B?4284B 0A4 A>027 0=3 1A40< F8C7

numbers of perch and pike also present. The
River Thurne consistently outperforms the other
A>03;0=3A8E4AB8=BDAE4HB F8C734=B8C84B0B7867
0B  QB7
<>5A8E4AE>;D<4
Good angling opportunities exist in most
A>03B F8C7Q=44G0<?;4B>5A>027C>1420D67C
0C.A>G70<A>03 #0A64=D<14AB>5B<0;;4AQB7
are well distributed throughout most other Broads.
#0A641A40<20=1420D67C8=0AC>=A>030BF4;;
0B>C74A0A40B 0=3?8:40A4C>145>D=3>=<>BC
Broads.
Recent studies have been instigated using
tagging experiments to monitor bream movements
8=>A34AC>14CC4AD=34ABC0=3QB71470E8>DA
We are working with the pike-angling
2><<D=8CH >= 0 D=8@D4 ?8:4C0668=6 ?A>942C >=
part of the Norfolk Broads in order to better
understand pike populations and the factors
affecting them. It is hoped to expand and extend
C74?A>942C02A>BBC74A>03B8=C742><8=6H40AB
Scarcity of eels throughout the Broads is
>5 6A0E4 2>=24A=  DAA4=C QB74A84B BDAE4HB 0A4
looking more closely at eels in an attempt to gain
a better insight into their population dynamics.
*4E4A0;B?428Q2<>=8C>A8=6?A>942CB0A48=?A>6A4BB
and schemes to enhance eel stocks are being
undertaken.
:= 8:=0 /0?,470/ 491:=8,?4:9 :9 I>30=40>
surveys on the Norfolk Broads, contact the
9A4=:9809?209.D:9   

Did you know?

SEEING FISH WITH SOUND
The Environment Agency is using high-tech survey
4@D8?<4=C F7827 4=01;4B QB74A84B BC055 C> OB44
with sound’. Known as DIDSON (Dual-frequency
4=C8Q20C8>= *&%0A 0=3 ) * 30?C8E4
)4B>;DC8>= <068=6*>=0AC7434E824BDB4<D;C8?;4
beams of sound to produce high-resolution nearE834>@D0;8CH 8<064B >5 C74 D=34AF0C4A F>A;3
even in cloudy water or darkness.
Fisheries Technical Specialist Stephen Lane
said: “DIDSON and ARIS technology is helping to
A4E>;DC8>=8B4 C74 F>A;3 >5 QB74A84B <>=8C>A8=6 
We now have the tools to accurately see the
D=34AF0C4A F>A;3 8= 0;; 2>=38C8>=B 148=6 01;4 C>
2>D=C0=34E4=<40BDA4QB78=C748A=0CDA0;7018C0C
without needing to catch or disturb them”.
DIDSON and ARIS are poised to make more
B86=8Q20=C 2>=CA81DC8>=B C> <0=068=6 QB7 BC>2:B
?0AC82D;0A;H F74= 8C 2><4B C> 8=E4BC860C8=6 QB7
1470E8>DA0=38;;460;QB78=602C8E8CHM+744@D8?<4=C
70B0;A403H4=01;43DBC>BCD3H7>FQB70A4DB8=6
parts of Oulton Broad in the winter months. In
turn this is helping us to make progress to resolve
0 B4A84B >5 78BC>A82 QB7 :8;;BN B083 *C4E4 M.4 0A4
0;B>;>>:8=6C>DB4) *C>Q=30=30BB4BB6A>D?B
>5B?0F=8=6?8:48=C74A>03B F7827F8;;68E4DB
information about pike numbers and important
areas of habitat for pike recruitment”. DIDSON
has also been used by Fisheries enforcement
>5Q24ABC>Q=30=3A42>E4A8;;460;5H:4=4CB
For more information how on this exciting
technology is helping the Environment Agency to
8,49?,49,9/48;=:A0I>30=40>-0>@=0?:B,?.3
the FREE Broadland Pike DVD attached to your
Broads Angle8,2,E490
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&30=:,/>Overview
Map 1

,; River Ant

Map 2

Hickling
Broad

A149

9
B115

Map 4

Stalham

Horsey
Mere

Inset Map Area 1

Stalham

River Ant
A1151

River Thurne

Horning

B1354

Stalham

Barton
Broad

A149

Heigham
Sound

Wroxham
Wroxham
Broad
A1151

Ormesby
Broad

B1152

Ranworth
Broad

Rollesby
Broad

River
Bure
A1064

B1140
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River Bure

Norwich
Map 3

A1062

Sutton
Staithe

B11

Barton
Turf

Acle
A47

Ro

Hickling
Heath

Slipway details:

3
A47

Brundall

Barton
Broad

Breydon
Water

River Yare

Catfield

1 Wayford Bridge, Smallburgh Staithe
Parking: Yes – limited

A149

2 Sutton,Sutton Staithe,
NR12 9QS
Parking: Yes-free
Tel. 01692581653

B1140

Rockland
Broad

A12

Cantley

Great
Yarmouth

Neatishead

Irstead

River Ant

3 Barton Turf,
Cox’s Boatyard NR12 8AZ.
Parking: Yes – small charge
Tel: 01692 536206 (phone first)
www.coxsboatyard.co.uk

Reedham
A143

River Chet

Toad Hole
Cottage

A146

Loddon

River Waveney

Radar
Museum

A12

River Thurne

A143

Fishing from Broads Authority
24 hour moorings:
Anglers are generally welcome but
must give way to boats trying to
moor – Check bankside signs before
starting to fish

Lowestoft
River Waveney

A143

A1062

A146

Beccles

1
Hoveton

4 Wayford Bridge, Wayford Marine,
NR12 9LL Tel.
01692582555

Ludham

B1074

B1136

H

River Thurne

Horning
Sutton

Pennygate

Filby
Broad

Barton
Broad

2

River Ant

Hickling
Broad

River Ant
Museum of
the Broads

Stalham
Staithe

1

A149

A149

2

Wayford
Bridge

Map 5

A1062

Ingham

Horning

Oulton
Broad

1
NDAA (St Benets)

River Bure

A146

Day ticket bank fishing:
Norwich & District Angling Association St Benets
Fishery – Day permits available from Ludham
Post Office and Ludham Bridge Stores. See
www.ndaa.org.uk

Help us to protect
wildlife, livestock and
access for anglers – take
all litter home

Maps key:
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Major A road

Railway station

The Broads

Conservation Refuges

Museum

Minor A road

Railway line

River/sea

Slipway

Windmill

B road

Narrow gauge line

Day ticket bank fishing

Slipway (with fee)

Visitor centre

Other road

Built up area

Free bank fishing

Tourist Information

Cycle route

Woodland

Private broad

Toilets

Broads Authority information

YS BA Yacht Station

Fishing tackle shops:
1

Ludham Bridge Stores
Ludham Bridge, Ludham,
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR29 5NZ.
Tel: 01692 630322

2

3

Broadland Angling & Pet Centre
Stone House, High Street,
Stalham, Norfolk NR12 9AN .
Tel: 01692 580959
A.J.B. Angling, Unit 1&2 , Ludham
Bridge, Norfolk,NR29 5NX
Tel. 01692 630990 or
mob. 07717 117440

Fishing boat hire:
1

Ludham Bridge Boatyard
Ludham Bridge, Ludham, Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk NR29 5NX.
Tel: 01692 631011
www.ludhambridgeboats.co.uk
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,;  River Bure
Slipway details:

Coltishall

1 Hoveton, Riverside Park
Parking: Yes – free
(small craft only)
2 Wroxham Broad, Wroxham Broad
Parking: Yes – pay and display

Hickling
Broad

Bure Valley
Railway
Hoveton
B13
54
1

Horstead

3 Horning, Horning Parish Staithe,
Parking: Yes – pay and display and
limited free
Tel: 01692 630434

Hoveton Hall
Gardens

1
3
2

Hoveton

3

5 Upton Dyke, Upton Dyke
Parking: Yes – free
Tel: 01493 750430
6 Stokesby, Stokesby Staithe
Parking: Yes – free (no overnight)

Hoveton
Great Broad

1

2

Mr Mark Tibbitts, (Wroxham A.C.)
Tel. 07876595279

3

Norfolk Broads Fishing Ltd
George Smith & Sons, The Rhond
Riverside Road, Hoveton NR12 8UE.
Tel: 01603 782527
www.fishthebroads.com

A149

NDAA (St Benets)

1

Boundary Dyke

South Oby Dyke

South Walsham
Broad
(Private)
Fairhaven
Gardens Trust

Hickling
Broad

River Bure

Malthouse Broad

Ranworth

Salhouse

Inset Map Area 2

A149

Ranworth Broad
Cockshoot (Private)
Broad
(Private)

Salhouse
Station

South Walsham

Upton Dyke

Upton Fen
Nature Reserve

Horsey
Mere

5

A1064
Upton Broad
(Private)

River Ant
A1151

Barton
Broad

Horning

B1354

River Thurne

Upper Street

4

1

A1151

River Thurne

Heigham
Sound

Help us to protect
wildlife, livestock and
access for anglers –
take all litter home

Acle

B1

14

Stokesby

0

6

A1062

Wroxham

North Burlingham

Wroxham
Broad
A1151

B1152

Ranworth
Broad

Rollesby
Broad

River
Bure

Filby
Broad

A1064

B1140

Acle
A47

B

d ll

A47

A47

Fishing tackle shops:
1 Wroxham Angling Centre

River Bure

Norwich
42

A1062
Womack
Water

Woodbastwick
Decoy Broad
(Private)

Woodbastwick

Ranworth Broad and
Woodbastwick Decoy Broad
Mr M Major (Norwich & District
A.A.). Tel: 01953 789541
www.ndaa.org.uk

Ludham

3

40

Fishing boat hire:

B11

Hoveton Little Broad
Boat fishing only from
16th June to 31st October

Rackheath

Heigham
Sound

Horning

Salhouse
Broad

River Bure

A1062

2

Little Broad
(Private)

Wroxham
Broad
2

Potter
Heigham

River Ant

Radar
Museum

Wroxham Hoveton

4 Woodbastwick, Woodbastwick
Parking: Yes – limited

Day ticket bank fishing:
Norwich & District Angling Association St
Benets Fishery – Day permits available from
Ludham Post Office and Ludham Bridge Stores.
See www.ndaa.org.uk

Barton
Broad

A1151

Station Road, Wroxham, Norfolk
NR12 8UR .
Tel: 01603 782453
www.anglingdirect.co.uk

2 Horning Fishing Tackle

106, Lower Street, Horning,
Norfolk NR12 8PF
Tel: 01692 631411

3 Wroxham Bridge Pet Stores,

The Bridge, Norwich Road, NR12
8DA tel: 01603 784849

A47
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,; Southern Rivers
Slipway details:
1

2
3
4

5

6
7

Thorpe St Andrew
Griffin Marine Boatyard
Parking: Yes
Tel: 01603 433253
Bramerton, Bramerton
Woods End Pub
Parking: Yes
Postwick, Postwick Wharf
Parking: Yes – limited
Brundall, Brundall Bay Marina
Parking: Yes
Tel: 01603 717804
(phone first)
Brundall Fencraft Boatyard
Parking: Yes – limited
Tel: 01603 715011
08:00 – 17:00
(phone out of hours)
Rockland, Rockland Staithe
Parking: Yes
Tel: 01508 538622
Carleton St Peter Buckenham
Sailing Club
Parking: Yes – limited/free/
pub charge

1 2 3
8
9

10
11

12

13

14

Cantley, Next to Reedcutters
Parking: Yes – free
Loddon, Prestige Cruisers
Parking: Yes
Tel: 01508 520353
(phone first)
Reedham Ferry,
Next to Ferry Inn. Parking: Yes
Tel: 01493 700429
St Olaves, Next to
St Olaves Bridge
Tel: 01493 488230
(phone first)
Burgh St Peter, Waveney
River Centre. Parking: Yes
Tel: 01502 677343
(by arrangement)
Oulton Broad, Oulton Broad
Yacht Station
Parking: Yes – pay & display
Tel: 01502 574946
(on request)
Beccles,
Beccles Quay
Parking: Yes – free
Tel: 01502 712225

4 5

15 Geldeston, Rowan Craft
Parking: Yes – charge
Tel: 01508 518208
08:00 – 17:00 (phone first)
16 Loddon, Greenway Marine,
Parking: Yes
Tel: 01508 520397
(phone first)

Norwich
1

Inset Map Area 3

Norwich

A47

A1042 StThorpe
Andrew

Brundall
Brundall Gdns
Station
3

A47

Lingwood

Stracey Arms
Drainage Mill

B1140

Strumpshaw Hall
Steam Museum

Bramerton

A146

6

Berney Arms
Station

6

Rockland
St Mary

Rockland
Broad
7
Beauchamp
Arms
(GYNCAA)

Cantley
8

Belton

10

B1332

A143

Norton
Marshes

Hardley Flood
(Private)

Somerleyton
Hall & Gardens

9, 16

B1140
A12

Cantley

Haddiscoe
Station

B1136

Great
Yarmouth
B1527

A143

A146

A146

1 Angling Direct
277 Aylsham Road,
Norwich, Norfolk NR3 2RE.
Tel: 01603 400757
www.anglingdirect.co.uk

2 AC Browne & Son
194 Norwich Road, Costessey,
Norwich, Norfolk NR5 0EX.
01603 747679
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A143

A143

A146

3 Avenue Angling

16 Denbigh Road,
Norwich, Norfolk NR2 3AA.
Tel: 01603 764004
www.avenueangling.co.uk

4 Cordy’s Tackle Den
390B Bowthorpe Road,
Norwich NR5 8AG.
Tel: 07810 006094

12

Bungay
Staithe
17

Oulton
Broad

15

B1062 Barsham

Bungay

River Waveney

Gillingham

15

Lowestoft
River Waveney

Geldeston

14

Beccles

Pleasurewood Hills
Theme Park

Lowestoft

A12

B1074

B1136

Beccles

Fishing tackle shops:

Burgh
St Peter

River Waveney

B1074

Waveney
11 River
Centre

A143

River Chet

Somerleyton

Raveningham
Gardens

Thwaite
St Mary

Reedham

Blundeston

Haddiscoe

Hales

Hales
Hall

Hopton on Sea

St Olaves Priory
(remains of)

Drainage
Mills

Mundham
Loddon

A12

Fritton
11

River Chet

Breydon
Water
Rockland
Broad

Bradwell

River Yare

Thurton

Poringland

7

Burgh
Castle

Berney Arms
Mill

Reedham

A47

A143

Great
Yarmouth

Breydon
Water

Buckenham
Station

2

A47

Loddon
Help us to protect
wildlife, livestock and
access for anglers –
take all litter home

Halvergate
Marshes

1
4

YS

A47

River Bure

Brundall

River Yare

River Bure

Blofield

5

Day ticket bank fishing:
Gt Yarmouth & Norfolk Country Angling Association – day tickets available from bailiff on the bank.
Waveney River Centre – Tel: 01502 677343

Acle

YS

A149

Acle

Great
Plumstead

Worlingham
Beccles
Station

8

Oulton
Broad
13

North Cove

A146

A12

9 10

6

5 P.W Angling,

59, Long John Hill,
Norwich NR1 2JJ.
Tel: 01603 619381

6 Pownalls, 74 - 75,
Regent Road, Gt.
Yarmouth, Norfolk
NR30 2AJ.
Tel: 01493 842873
www.pownalls.com

7 Gorleston Tackle Centre

7–8 Pier Walk, Gorleston,
Gt Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31 6DA.
Tel: 01493 662448
www.gorlestontackle.co.uk

8 Oulton Broad Fishing Tackle

6 Yacht Station, Bridge Road,
Lowestoft NR33 9JS.
Tel:01502 539593

9 Angling Direct(Suffolk)
Unit 3, Taylor Square

10 Avenue Angling (Suffolk),

The Business Park, Ellough
Industrial Estate, Nr Beccles,
NR34 7PE
Tel. 01502 710963
www.avenueangling.co.uk

11 Waveney River Centre

Staithe Road,
Burgh St Peter,
Suffolk NR34 0BT.
Tel: 01502 677343
www.waveneyrivercentre.co.uk

Fishing boat hire:
1 Alpha Craft

Riverside Estate,
Brundall NR13 5PS.
01603 713265
www.alphacraft.co.uk
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Angling Clubs

,; RiverThurne

+% %&$&
Mr K Sutton, 17 Town Lane,
Aylsham, Norfolk NR11 6HH
&07  
'!+$$+&$
=7,/B077 7:=09.0),D774923,8!$  *
&07  BBB-@92,D.30==D?=00.:@6

Inset Map Area 4
Waxham
A149

Waxham Cut

Hickling
Broad

Horsey
Mere


Mr Nigel Poll, 7 Green Park,
Harleston, Norfolk IP20 9DT
&07 

"$#$"$!!$!
Mr N Jarmy, 42 Rosedale Gardens,
Belton, Great Yarmouth NR31 9PN
&07  

Hickling

Heigham
Sound

Hickling
Green
Horsey
Hickling
Heath

1

2

2

Rollesby
Broad

Horsey
Mere
Hickling
Broad

Catfield
Dyke

2

A1062

NDAA
(St Benets)

West
Somerton

River Thurne

1

1

Martham
Bastwick

3
5

Martham
Broad (Private)

Candle
Dyke
6

3
Womack
Water

1 Hickling, Hickling Staithe
Parking: No

Heigham
Sound

A149
Potter
Heigham

4
Repps Staithe

Help us to protect
wildlife, livestock and
access for anglers - take
all litter home

A149

Thurne
River Bure

Fishing boat hire:
1 Maycraft (Boat Service) Ltd

2 Whispering Reeds

North West Riverbank, Potter
Heigham, Norfolk NR29 5ND.
Tel: 01692 670241
www.maycraft.co.uk

Ormesby
Broad

Slipway details:
Meadow
Dyke

Deep Dyke

Ludham

River Thurne

Boats Ltd
Hickling, Norfolk
NR12 0YW.
Tel: 01692 598314
www.whisperingreeds.net

3

Anglia Boats Ltd.,
Ludham, Norwich,
Norfolk NR29 5QG
Tel: 08448001212
www.angliaboats.co.uk

2 Hickling, Whispering Reeds
Boatyard, NR12 0YW.
Parking: Yes – free
Tel: 01692 598314
www.whisperingreeds.net
3 Potter Heigham, Phoenix Fleet
Parking: Yes – limited
Tel: 01692 670460 (phone first)
4 Repps cum Bastwick,
Pug Lane, Staithe
Parking: Yes – free
5 Thurne, Thurne Staithe
Parking: Yes – limited
(up to 5m long & 0.3m
draught only)
6 Martham, Martham Boat
Building Company NR29 4RF.
Parking: Yes – small charge
Tel: 01493 748365
www.marthamboats.com
Day ticket bank fishing:
Norwich & District Angling Association
St Benets Fishery – Day permits available from
Ludham Post Office and Ludham Bridge Stores.
See www.ndaa.org.uk
Horsey Estate, Horsey Mere – Day tickets from
the bailiff on the bank.

Free bank fishing
Please note there is no public access for bank
fishing from private bungalow frontages.

Fishing tackle shops:
1 Lathams

Bridge Street, Potter
Heigham, Norfolk NR29 5JE.
Tel: 01692 670080
www.lathams-fishing.co.uk
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Conservation Refuges

2 Anglia Boats Ltd.,

Ludham, Norwich,
Norfolk NR29 5QG
Tel: 08448001212
www.angliaboats.co.uk

$&+$ "'&!"$""'!&+
Mr Andy Wilson-Sutter, 18, Aveling Way,
Carlton Colville, Lowestoft NR33 8BU
&07  
 :-   
BBB=4A0=D,=0.:@6
$%&"!)"$&)%&$&
Mr Nigel Poll, 7 Green Park,
Harleston, Norfolk IP20 9DT
&07 

%%!!$&"!"(
Mr L Ellis, Orchard House,
Market Place, Kessingland,
Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 7TD
&07   
$& %&$&
Mr K Chaplin,
33 Hemsby Road,
Martham NR29 4QQ
&07    
NORFOLK ANGLERS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION
PO Box 61, Norfolk NR17 2AL
BBB9:=1:76,9270=>.:@6
!"$&"($!+
Mr R Bird,
17 Rectory Road, Carlton Colville,
Lowestoft NR33 8BB
&07  
!"$)%
Mr Goose, 45 Stafford Avenue,
New Costessey, Norwich NR5 0QF
&07  

BBB/,A4/ B:=7/:97490.:@6
!"$)%&$&
Mr M Major, Tumbleweed, Flaxlands,
Carleton Rode, Norwich NR16 1AD
&07  
BBB9/,,:=2@6

NORWICH & DISTRICT PIKE CLUB
Mr Stephen Roberts, Comfrey Cottage,
Swardeston, Norwich NR14 8LG
&07   
BBB9:=B4.3;460.:8
"")%
Mr M Clare, 8 Calthorpe Road,
!:=B4.3!$ $*
&07   
%$'!%
=:B70?? %@??:9>$/):=74923,8
Beccles, Suffolk NR34 7SJ
&07   
%& 
=:9,> 00-70$:,/:=70>?:9=0,?+,=8:@?3!$
&07 
 BBB.:7495:9,>>?,73,8,..:@6

!

%'""'!&+
Mr Nigel Poll, 7 Green Park,
Harleston, Norfolk IP20 9DT
&07 

)$"* %&$&
Mr Mark Tibbitts, 139, Bull Close Road, Norwich NR3 1NY
&07  BBBB=:C3,8,927492.7@-.:@6

Holiday and Day Boat Hire
BARNES BRINKCRAFT
Riverside, Wroxham, Norwich NR12 8UD
&07   
BUCCANEER BOATS
Riverside Estate,Brundall Norwich Norfolk NR13 5PL
&07     :- 
BBB-@..,900=-:,?>8,=49,.:@6
NORFOLK BROADS DIRECT - FAIRCRAFT LOYNES
The Bridge, Norwich Road,
)=:C3,8!$ $*
&07   
FERRY MARINA,
0==D$:,/:=9492!$
&07    

#%

HERBERT WOODS BOATYARD
#:??0=0423,8!$  
&07  
HORIZON CRAFT
Acle Bridge, Acle NR13 3AS
&07     !:/,D-:,?>
HOSEASONS HOLIDAYS (No Day Boats)
Sunway House, Lowestoft NR32 2LW
&07     
RICHARSON’S (STALHAM) LTD
&30%?,4?30%?,73,8!$ *
&07 

To prevent disturbance of over-wintering
waterfowl, angling access may be seasonally
restricted in certain areas of the Thurne Broads.
Anglers should seek further guidance and
information prior to fishing – see page 42 and
visit: www.thurnefisheries.co.uk for more
information.
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